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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable reports on the processes, methodologies and outcomes for the
development of 7 blended training modules to be used as good examples both for
training and subsequently for the course curriculum revision. It is worth pointing out
that we are in the process to develop another 3 blended training modules in order to
reach the number of 10 in total. The training modules have been developed on the basis
of a specially written guidelines which will also expected to facilitate training and the
strategies for the infusion of SDGs in multiple disciplines.
In the first part, we present the methodologies and guidelines that the trainers used to
develop their exemplary good practices or examples. In the second part, we present a
template that will be used for structuring the content of the good blended training
examples and finally in the third part we present the 7 blended training good examples
developed on the basis of the prescribed methodology and the course modules template.
Each blended training good example consists on the average 5 modules and each
module consists of key concepts, overview, aims and objectives, learning outcomes,
units, student activities/assignments and readings.
A key characteristic of the blended training modules, besides their modularity is that
the content is student-driven through the assignments and activities developed. In other
words, the content is not prescribed but it is cooperatively constructed with students.
Another dimension, is the digitisation of the content and the support of various
technologies and tools.
The blended training courses are in the process for being integrated into the
LMS (Blended Training Environment) and the Online Community of
Practice. It is expected that this process will be finalized by the end of
October, 2020.
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Part 1
How to Write a Blended Training Session and
Materials: Guidelines & Template
Developed by:
Prof. Dr. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick University)
Prof. Dr. Nelly Kostoulas (University of Crete)

Introduction
Writing training materials is not writing or designing a course. This is something that
is usually misunderstood. This is the reason why we are writing this manual in addition
to creating a similar structure since we are all targeting the same audience and purposes.
So, you are going to use these guidelines in writing your own training session.
One issue that must be kept in mind is that the training sessions to be developed for the
PUAT project will be delivered online, so the content should reflect both the mode od
delivery and the methodologies used for writing training materials for online and/or
blended learning. Because of COVID-19, the development of such materials is very
important. However, blended training delivered through an online platform is consistent
with Work Package 5 and more specifically the Deliverable 5.4. Understanding how to
write a training manual is an inherent skill necessary for the success of our project.
Read on to discover 5 steps on how to write a training manual and find a training manual
template enclosed.
The training materials to be developed should reflect one or more of the 17 SDGs or
addressing SDGs as a context. For example, when a training session focuses on one
particular teaching and learning methodology, in this case, the teaching/learning
approach should be developed in the context of SDGs. In another case, a teaching
session could focus on a theme from one SDG such as Sustainable Cities &
Communities (SDG11). Added to that, a training session could focus on an international
day referring to poverty, for example, that is directly related to SDG1.
The template presented at the end will be used for the development of the training
session and content. The structure of the template is based on modules. Each module
consists of the title of the module, the key concepts, a short overview of what this
module is about, aim, learning outcomes, units, training materials and activities. It is
assumed that the flow of the modules should be designed in a way that is meaningful,
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consistent and interactive, that is, one build on the prior and the all make a coherent
whole. Particular attention should be based on the activities, which should be traineeled, that is, giving space or the lead to the trainee and not directed by the instructor or
trainer. The total amount of workload for a training session is estimated between 3040 hours, including reading and assignment/activities.
Since the training sessions will be delivered through a blended learning management
system, the materials and the activities should be guided by the key principles of
blended learning such as the following:
•
•

•

Training content should focus on the objectives/learning outcomes of the
training session, not on the technologies to deliver it.
Align pedagogical affordances with active learning activities such as
discussion boards, vide-conferences (e.g zoom), wikis, podcasts, interactive
websites, and video-clips.
Integrate learning activities and tasks dealing with problems in real-life
situations.

5 Steps in Developing Training Sessions and Materials
Step 1. Identify the Profile of Target Audience
A training manual can be as effective as a trainer skilled in connecting with the target
audience and turn the participant able to fulfill the aim and objectives of the PUAT
project. Remember that the PUAT project aims to build capacity among academic
staff at the undergraduate level in South Africa developing their teaching and
learning techniques to meet the challenges posed by Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Thus, understanding the PUAT objective and its target audience and
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culture will help you adopt the right approach to develop training materials. By
understanding the subtle nuances of your target audience, you will avoid developing a
training manual that will fail to address the identified. To this end, it is also important
to consider carefully the standards and competences framework developed for that
purpose, which is provided to you.
Step 2. Think About Delivery Methods
Here we differentiate between two things. The first is the delivery medium and the
second is the design and development media for the training session materials. In the
context of PUAT, the delivery medium is the LMS modified through the Moodle
platform that is installed in the PUAT Website. The second refers mostly to modern
technology which provides multiple tools for developing and communicating training
materials. Popular options include:
•
•
•
•
•

Text-based materials
video-clips
live webinars
.ppt presentations
digital pictures/images/games/tools

Choose the right method for your trainees, but is a must that multimodal texts should
be used. A 30’ webinar should be also developed to supplement your training session.
In any case, different developing and delivery methods are useful for various learning
strategies. When in doubt, ask potential trainees what they would find most useful as
well as consult previous success stories. All these points are very essential in order to
move to your next step.
Remember that your training material isn’t a one-time activity since it is an ongoing
process which can be modified, updated and improved enabled by the online tools and
delivery methods. Thus, you could possibly constantly enhance the training materials.
Step 3. Identify the Learning Objectives of your Training Session
It’s crucial to identify the objectives of your training session as this will set the tone
and manner of the training manual and determine its success. This highlights the
importance of ascertaining the target audience needs reflected in the standards and
competences framework for integration into the training session. Whichever objective
your training session strives to achieve, starting out by outlining the objectives will help
you identify the successive important elements of the training program to create a
cohesive flow. Exploring the following question: What will this training session or set
of training materials teach the target audience to do? You might think the answer is ad
hoc, but it’s imperative to identify your exact goals. The learning objectives are the
learning outcomes, that is, what your training groups will be able to do after the
completion of the training session. By setting out these learning objectives in a specific
manner, you can check to see that your training material includes all the relevant
information. The length of the workload, including the activities will range between 3040 hours. Although, the training session content is targeting to academic staff, it will
be written in a such a way that could be transferred to undergraduate teaching in the
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focus academic discipline. It is of particular importance that the training session
addresses one or more SDGs. When possible, the learning objectives should answer
these questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whom will target the material?
What, specifically, will they learn?
What will they be able to do after they’ve learned it?
How will they maintain that knowledge?
By when will they complete the training?
Your learning outcomes will be instrumental for moving to the next step.

Step 4. Select Tools and Start Developing your Training Session
Now that you have identified your training objectives and target audience, it is time to
select the necessary tools and develop your training materials. Since the training
materials will be delivered online and can also be used off-line (blended learning
approach), it will be of critical importance to collect tools and materials that are in
digital forms. So, search the Web to find learning objects that are suitable to your
training session and of course do no not forget to cite the source. Some strategies for
developing the training materials are:
1. Use a combination of multimodal materials using text and visuals to break the
monotony and increase trainees’ engagement.
2. Make sure that the training session materials are organized in a way that there
is consistence with a smooth flow.
3. Think about what you need to include in order to create an effective blended
learning training session.
4. Develop an outline of your training session and a table of contents. Develop
each content as a module.
5. Consider the length of your training session and structure the content in
modules.
6. Include .ppt presentations and handouts in your training materials whenever
possible. Presentation handouts should summarize what you’ll be saying in your
session.
7. Promote interactivity throughout the training session by making the trainees
lead the session and NOT you. This means that you have to develop trainee-led
activities for practice based on your learning outcomes specified in step 3.
8. Include problem-solving discussion topics to encourage interactivity among
trainees and elicit feedback from them.
9. Use video-conferencing tools to supplement discussion.
10. Prepare online quizzes to assess the individual trainees’ knowledge and
reinforce the information that was presented during the session.
11. Summarize the key points to recapitulate key learning outcomes whenever
possible in your training session to create reinforcement and instill long-term
memory.
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Step 5. Develop an Assessment Component
How will you know if your training materials are serving your learning outcomes and
trainees? The only way to know is to apply certain methods for assessment. As pointed
above, to enhance interactivity there is need to develop activities that are led by the
trainees together with assessment tools. The trainee-led activities are in a way a good
means of assessment. It is essential to use a variety of assessment tools and strategies
that turn assessment authentic. Bear in mind that the assessment must be in compliance
with the learning outcomes.

2. How to make animated videos? [The Ultimate Guide for Newbies!]
https://www.animaker.com/blog/how-to-make-animated-videos/
Santa - February 26, 2018 Animated Video Making, Animation videos, Beginners Guide, DIY video, Explainer
Video Making
Creating the perfect animation video can sound like a challenging task. Whether you
do-it-yourself or have access to an in-house team, without a clearly defined process,
creating even a simple animated video can still be a daunting task.
This can be even more challenging if you are a Newbie. But don’t worry.
We have put together a 6 step guide to help you jump over the hurdles and create
animated videos like a pro!
•

Step 1: Write a stellar video script

•

Step 2: Create a Storyboard for your animation video

•

Step 3: Choose your animation video style

•

Step 4: Animate your video

•

Step 5: Add a suitable background music

•

Step 6: Narrate Your Story

Step 1: Write a stellar video script
Just as a building’s blueprint is the foundation for its construction, so too is the script
for your animation video. As the scriptwriter, you should essentially decide what will
appear in your video.
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While this can be intimidating at first, with a little bit of homework, things can be
very easy.
Write a Brief: To have a clear purpose and direction for your video
Before you start writing a script for your video you need to write a solid video brief.
This will help you determine your objective, target audience and the core message of
your video.
Basically before scriptwriting, you should have a clarity on,
•

Why you’re making this animated video?

•

What it needs to achieve?

•

Who is your target audience?

•

What action should viewers take after watching, and

•

What is the core message of your video?

Convert your core message into a simple story
Any animated video you create will have one or more core messages that you want to
communicate to your audience. The challenge lies in converting that core message
into a simple and short story that will engage your audience.
Make sure your story has these 3 elements:
•

The hook: This is the most important part of the script. It’ll be the first 8-10
seconds for a 1-minute video. It will decide whether your viewers will stay or
bounce. You should give some compelling reason for them to get hooked.

•

The patty: This is the main part of your video. This is where you get to the meat
of your video. Make sure it lives up to your hook. Many make the mistake of
destroying their video after a great buildup.

•

The CTA: This is the final part of your video. If your hook and patty were good,
many viewers will reach the CTA part. This is where you lead them to take some
action.

These steps have helped our videos outperform all our competitors' videos very easily.
We are very confident that it will help you do that too.
Step 2: Create a Storyboard for your animation video
A storyboard plays an essential role in any animation video creation process. It will
give collaborators and decision-makers an idea of how your final video might look
even before you start creating it.
For beginners, creating a storyboard will help predict whether the concept of your
video will work or not. It will give you the opportunity to tweak your visuals and
script in order to create the most compelling animation video possible.
Here’s how you can create the perfect storyboard for your animation video:
A storyboard is more like a comic strip of your animation video and the purpose of
creating one helps organize your video scene by scene.
A sample storyboard will look like the one below,
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Use the rectangular boxes to represent scenes in succession and the smaller boxes
below to highlight dialogues and actions if any. The smaller box can also be used to
plan the animations or camera angles of your video.
Use online storyboarding tools
Creating storyboards the traditional way can look messy if your sketching skills are
mediocre. There are online alternatives though.
Many use Animaker for this purpose. Though it’s actually a full end animation tool,
its simple drag & drop interface makes creating a storyboard a breeze.
Here’s a sample storyboard created using Animaker,

Later on, you can even convert your storyboard into an animated video!
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Step 3: Choose your animation video style
There are different types of animation videos you can make, but not all the styles will
suit the needs of your business.
Each style has its own pros and cons. If one looks fun and creative then the other
might set an inspirational or serious tone.
Here are the most common styles of Animation videos you can make:
2D animation videos
2D animation is the most commonly used animation video style. It is created by
sequencing consecutive images in a gradual progression of steps to simulate life-like
motion similar to the traditional form of animation.
This type of animation will suit both B2B & B2C audiences. As your audience grew
up watching animated cartoons in their childhood, 2D animation videos instantly
develops a strong emotional connection with them, thus increasing viewer
engagement!
Here is an example of a 2D animation video,
Whiteboard animation videos
Whiteboard animation videos are most suited for creating product explainer videos. If
done the right way with a compelling script and CTA, you can get more sales
conversions.
It simulates the effect of characters and objects being created in front of a viewer on a
plain white board. This immediately draws user attention and remains in their
memory for a longer duration. Furthermore, there are 4 different styles of whiteboard
videos that you can make; namely blackboard, notepad, glass board & stitchboard
videos.
Whiteboard videos are also a perfect fit for the education industry, as teachers usually
use a marker and a whiteboard to explain complex ideas to their students.
Below is an example of a whiteboard video:
Typography animation videos
Animation video using typography is a technique mixing motion and text to express
ideas in the form of video animations. This type of video is generally used for creating
lyric videos for your music tracks.
It’s the ideal video format to use when you want your viewers to focus on the words
being presented. Moreover, it usually takes very less time to create one.
Here’s a typography video we made as a tribute to the legendary Steve Jobs.
Infographic animation videos
Infographic animation videos can be used to convert your boring data into engaging
stories.
These kind of videos are more eye-catching as they pack themselves with lots of
animated charts, numbers, graphs and other visual content that naturally draw viewer
attention.
If you are someone who still presents your monthly sales data to your boss using a
spreadsheet, you should definitely give infographic animation a try!
Check out this infographic animation video below!
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Handcraft animation videos
Handcraft Animation Videos are a simple yet effective way to explain a concept. So,
they can be most suited for explaining complex ideas.
These videos simulate the effect of objects being moved around the scene by a hand
and thus are naturally attention-grabbing to the human eye. These are the most
common types of animation videos used by brands around the world. You can also go
with a hybrid version. You can mix & match these video styles to make your videos
even more engaging.
Step 4: Animate your video
Deciding how to animate your video can be a challenge as there are a lot of options to
choose from. Each option has its pros & cons.
Here are a few ways by which you can create an animation video,
Hire an in-house team:
This option will suit your brand best if you plan on making a series of animation
videos and have access to a huge marketing budget.
Firstly, You’ll need a team of scriptwriters, animators and voice-over artists.
Then you'll have to provide them access to the necessary equipment and software.
While it’s a one-time purchase, it can easily cost you tens of thousands of dollars.
Moreover, the quality and production time per animation video will solely depend on
the capability of your in-house team.
Outsource to an animation studio:
Outsourcing will suit you best if you're only planning for a one-time animation video
project. There again comes the debate of choosing the right animation studio and the
question of how much they would charge.
Firstly, you'll have to consider the timeline for your project and the budget you have
in-hand. When it comes to outsourcing, the quicker you need your video, the more
you have to spend!
In this case, the quality of the video will depend on how well you've communicated
your idea to the studio and how well they have understood your brand.
Do-it-yourself:
When you're on a lean budget but at the same time need a killer animation video, DIY
apps are your best friend!
Yes! You can do it on your own. No! You don't have to watch "how-to" videos of
sophisticated software on youtube.
All you need is a PC/Mac and access to an internet connection. Sign up for a DIY tool
and start creating animation videos from the comfort of your web browser.
With Animaker, you can create 2D animations, whiteboard videos, infographic
videos, handcraft videos, typography videos, and even create your own GIFs. You can
make use of 90+ templates and the World’s largest animation library. You can check
out the possibilities of our free app over here.
Step 5: Add a suitable background music
Adding a background music to your video is like placing a cherry on top of the cake.
Without it, something will be missing!
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However, finding the right music track among the millions available online, can be
tough, Again, most of the music you find online is not copyright free; the last thing
you want is having someone sue you, for using their music track without permission!
Here are a few things to remember when choosing a Background music:
Think of the emotion you want to evoke:
Ever wondered why some songs make you sad? Music can evoke emotions. It can set
the mood of your video. So decide how you want your viewers to feel after they
watch your video.
Understand your buyer persona:
Different people have different taste in music. It also varies with age. Most kids like
funny and happy music, while most teens prefer metal and rock.
Make sure your music is labeled for reuse:
Source music only from royalty-free sites. Contact the music creator and make sure
they are ok with it. You can also legally purchase music from third-party sites.
Don't stick with one:
After you select a few music tracks, apply them one-by-one to your video and see
which suits your video the most.
Step 6: Narrate Your Story
Now we have come to the last step in creating an animated video. You have spent the
entire time perfecting your animation video in every way possible.
But which is more powerful? Telling your story in your own words, or adding lines
and lines of text inside your video?
Adding the right voice-over can enhance the video quality. This can be done in two
ways,
By hiring a voice-over artist:
You can find professional voice-over artists in freelancer sites like Fiverr and
Upwork. They can provide you with quality voice-overs for your video. Moreover,
they are affordable and promise timely delivery too.
Recording it yourself:
Recording our own voice over can be fun, yet challenging! The most important part is
the equipment. A poorly recorded voice over is the number one video killer!
Make sure you learn from the experts before starting out.
You can also use advanced text-to-speech apps like Animaker Voice to create your
own voice over.
These 6 steps are just to get you started. Once you create a lot of videos, these tips
will become second nature. Do you have any doubts that haven’t been answered yet?
Please shoot your questions in the comment section below - We’d love to help you
out!
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SOFTWARE TOOLS
https://www.customfitonline.com/news/2018/6/25/animation-tools-for-web-designers/
Free Animation Tools For Web Designers
In a growing world of video, it’s important to stay on top of the current trends
and techniques. Creating videos or animations has always seemed like an incredibly
daunting task, luckily for us, some lovely people on the internet have made this a
thing of the past. Today, you can find some fantastic programs for web design that
will have you making animated videos in a flash!
So without further ado – here are five free programs to help you create animated
videos!
Animaker
Animaker gives you the power to create 2D animations, animated infographics,
typography, whiteboards, and more. Choose from a variety of templates,
backgrounds, props, sound effects, and audio to create your animated masterpiece.
While Animaker isn't as versatile as some animation programs, a little bit of
creativity and you’ll be quickly making videos for YouTube and your other social
media platforms. A free account will allow you to make videos up to 2 minutes in
length, with paid plans starting at $12 per month.
PowToon
Capture your audience with a professional presentation made by Powtoon. This online
video creation platform is excellent for creating short, engaging videos and
presentations with a professional look and feel.
A free account on PowToon is relatively limited but paying for one is worth it, with
the ability to select from royalty-free libraries of animation, videos, images, graphics,
backgrounds, soundtracks, and you can also upload your own content to use.
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Blender
The free and open source 3D creation suite, Blender, supports the entire 3D
pipeline. Go through the whole process in one program, including; modelling,
rigging, animation, simulation, rendering, compositing, motion tracking, video
editing, and game creation.
Blender is an amazingly powerful free animation that allows you to sculpt characters,
use simple or complex animation cycles, and render with bright lighting and effects.
Synfig Studio
Synfig Studio gives its users a dominant open-source 2D animation drawing and
animation tool. Significantly more complicated than most animation programs, you’ll
have full control over almost every aspect of your animation.
Free Animation Tools For Web Designers
Tweet this
If you’re used to the Adobe Suite then you’ll find some familiar tools in Synfig
Studio like brushes, fills, masking, layers, and more. This free app may look a little
dated, but it can push out film-quality animation using vector and bitmap artwork.
You can get Synfig Studio for free on Windows, macOS X, and Linux.
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Piskel
Feel a blast from the past with the pixel art and animated sprites from Piskel.
Completely free and super easy to use, Piskel allows you to create retro animation in
the form of GIFs, PNGs, JPGs, and more.
This isn’t the most powerful tool, but it’s pretty fun to use, definitely worth checking
out!

How to Make a Cartoon Yourself: Top 7 Animated Video Makers Compared
https://www.freemake.com/blog/5-best-sites-to-make-animated-video-troublefree/
Video production is not an easy and cheap matter. A short video for your YouTube
channel or website may cost several thousand dollars if you address to professional
video studios. No doubt, there are free and low-cost alternatives which can be easily
mastered by any web user. A self-made cartoon or an animated video is one of the
options.
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ANIMATED VIDEO MAKERS: PROS & CONS
Animated videos are illustrations existing in a purely fictional world. They don’t have
actors, set and stages. But this doesn’t prevent then from telling great stories.
Animated cartoons are frequent on YouTube, since everyone can make them with
online tools and ready design templates. The templates include characters, scenery,
voices, music and sound effects. You can even cartoonize yourself. Marketers,
freelancers and business owners can easily tailor the styles for their own needs.
So you don’t need to order a professional cartoon from a design studio or draw it
yourself. Online cartoon makers are easy to use and will save you a lot of time and
money. Here are more advantages they provide:
•

animation templates look professional;

•

you don’t need to dub videos;

•

templates are usually done in high resolution;

•

pricing plans are scalable;

•

characters look engaging and funny.

However, there are several disadvantages:
•

the more difficult a template is, the more it costs;

•

you can hardly go beyond the designed scenery;

•

sometimes you should adjust the plot of your video to template possibilities;

•

learning curve is rather complicated.

Animated videos can easily help reach your goals, as this format is highly
versatile and flexible.
TOP 7 CARTOON MAKERS
To tell the truth, there are not so many affordable solutions to create a cartoon
yourself. I tested around 15 animation makers and sorted the best of them. See the
results of the comparison in the table below.
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Alongside with personal and corporate plans, every tool offers a special discounted
subscription for educational institutions. So those cartoon makers can rightly referred
to the best tools for teachers and students.
Now let’s review the solutions in detail.
1. GOANIMATE
GoAnimate is a very popular cartoon maker. You don’t need to have any special
video production knowledge to make most of it. The final videos look like
professional cartoons.
If you register an account, you’ll get 14 days of GoPremium Plan which costs
$79/month. The plan allows you to make Full HD videos and easily export them. A
cheaper GoPublish plan leaves a GoAnimate logo on the animations.
HOW TO MAKE A CARTOON WITH GOANIMATE?
1. Sign in and click the orange Make video button.
2. Select a pre-loaded theme: “Business-friendly”, “Whiteboard Animation” or
“Business as Visual”.
3. Go to the video maker and bring your cartoon plot into life. Choose characters,
props, background, music, etc.
View GoAnimate tutorials to get extra tips.
4. Add extra scenes and set duration for each of them.
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5. Once you’re ready, click Save, pick up Save and close and you’ll get to the
video export options.
6. Choose what you want to do with the video: dowload as MP4, post on
YouTube, share in social media, send the video via Whatsapp, etc.
Note! Free trial plan allows you only to copy and share the link to the video. If you
don’t want to pay, you may use Camtasia to record the video. However, a watermark
will be present.
SEE ALSO: Watermark a Video Free: How to Add Custom Branding to your Clips
Resume: Goanimate is an ideal solution for small and mid-size companies
promoting their products with videos. It’s also good for freelancers and professional
YouTubers who earn their living by video production. The only drawback is that it’s
expensive and free trial plan has a lot of restrictions.
2. WIDEO
Wideo offers a plenty of free and stylish templates for videos up to 45 seconds. To
make longer videos, you need to upgrade (from $9/month).
The templates suit well for business presentations, product promos, video ecards,
showcases. You can pull your own logos and backgrounds to render your company
style.
To make a cartoon with Wideo, do the following:
1. Sign up or sign in and click +New Video button.
2. Choose a free template and hit “Edit”. If you want a template that marked as
“Premium”, first upgrade.
3. Name your future video.
4. Make an animation by adding text to slides, insert new objects, music effects,
set intervals.
Have a look at Wideo guides to assist you with the editor.
5. When you’re done, you can download the video as MP4 for $49 or buy a
monthly subscription for $19.
The video will be present in your account, so instead of downloading, you may embed
the ready video to your site using the ready embed code.
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Resume: Wideo is perfect for business owners of all ranks and amateur video makers.
The obvious disadvantage is the necessity to pay for file downloading.
WHAT’S NEXT: Best Photo Collage Makers
3. ANIMAKER
Animaker is a stylish cartoon maker. It is a perfect solution if you don’t care much
about your video plot. Just add text to slides and the tool will do the rest of the job for
you. If you choose the $0 pricing plan, you’ll be able to create SD quality videos up to
2 minutes, without the download possiblity.
How to make a video with Animaker:
1. Sign up and press the Create a video button in the upper right corner.
2. Select a template and fill it with your content. Visit Animaker Tutorial
section to get some tips and tricks about the editor.
3. Once you’re over with the video, click Save and find the gear wheel sign in
the upper right corner.
4. Choose Export option and upload you video to YouTube. To download a
video, you have to buy at least Personal plan ($9/month).
Resume: Animaker suits small and mid-size companies and all kinds of product
marketers. Affordable pricing plans are combined with decent graphics.
4. POWTOWN
Powtown lets create animated videos in the form of business presentations, explainers
and slideshows. A free account offers 11 royalty-free styles, but it comes with a
watermark on videos, in non-HD quality and with no download allowed.
How to use PowTown:
1. Register an account and click Start now.
2. Pick up a template and create a cartoon. Add text, characters, effects,
transitions.
3. Once you’re ready, click the Export and download button in the upper right
corner. For free you can upload the video to YouTube or Wistia. The
download option is available for premium users.
The Powtown editor seemed me a little bit slow, still the design gallery is rather
impressive, it’s definitely worth trying.
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Resume: I’d recommend Powtown rather for students and teachers to create amateur
video presentations. As for the business needs, this solution has rather plain graphics.
Though it’s easy to get a Powtown video from YouTube with Freemake Video
Downloader.
5. MOOVLY
Moovly is another solution for presentation-like animated videos. The key difference
from other tools is that here you can get additional sounds or objects for credits which
you earn by doing simple actions like profile completion. A free account allows users
to make unlimited number of videos, up to 10 minutes each, in 480p quality.
How to create a Moovly video:
1. Create an account and complete your profile.
2. Press New Moov and enter the info about your future video.
3. Select a style and edit the project. Find here the core details about Moovly
editor.
4. After you finish, click Save and go to your profile.
5. Select the moov you’ve just created and click Details to open it.
6. Choose Download or Publish. To download the video for free, you need to
pick up SD quality and Moovly watermark option. Othterwise, the tool will
ask you to complete your billing details and proceed with checkout.
Resume: the tool is very easy to use, but the designs aren’t too professional. It’s ideal
for educators and enterpreneurs dealing much with all kinds of presentations.
6. EXPLEE
Explee offers only one blank template for an animated video. Still it’s enough to
create a basic video presentation or a product promo. 14-day free trial doesn’t require
any credit card information.
How to do a cartoon with Explee:
1. Register an account and click Start Blank
2. Choose a background, characters, props and make them animated.
Here is the section of video tutorials to learn Explee basic features.
3. Click Export and choose the video quality you want to save.
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4. Wait a bit until the explee is being produced. After that you and get the embed
code for your site or share the video link in socila media or by email. To
download a cartoon, you need to buy the “Professional” plan ($25).
Resume: Explee is for the amateur video makers who don’t care much about design
quality and need a fast result. Plus, when I did a cartoon with Explee, I found the
interactive tutorial very annoying.
7. VOKI
Voki is advertised as an educational tool that creates talking characters. Indeed, it’s
hard to produce a real cartoon like we could do the the above solutions. However, this
tool is the simplest among all reviewed here. Voki offers three different products:
•

free Voki for making speaking characters,

•

Voki Classroom ($2.50/month) for managing a class and engaging students to
educate in an interactive manner,

•

Voki Presnter ($2.50/month) for making and sharing Voki presentations.

Whatever plan you choose, you will surely get a new experience of teaching and
studing as Voki makes it very exciting.
How to create a Voki:
1. Sign in and click Create a new Voki.
2. Choose a character and tune your hero look, hair, clothing, accessories. By
“give him a voice” you can make the character speak.
3. Change the background if needed.
4. When you’re ready, click Publish and name your video.
5. Then you can send the video to a friend, share on social media or publish on
your site with the embed code.
Resume: this solution fits only educational aims and can hardly be used by business
owners.
All in all, I hope you make a cartoon with one of these amazing cartoon makers. Share
your findings in the comments below.
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PART 2
A TEMPLATE FOR DEVELOPING COURSE CURRICULA

SESSION
TITLE
Module
Title

1

Key
Concepts
Overview
Aim
Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

Units
materials/p
pt
presentatio
ns

[Content for each module will be provided separately]. Here it will be described

Activity

Overview

Module 2
Key
Concepts
Overview
Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units
Readings
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Activity

Overview

Module 3
Key
Concepts
Overview
Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units
Readings
Activity

Overview

Module 4
Key
Concepts
Overview
Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units
Readings
Activity

Overview

Module 5
Key
Concepts
Overview •
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Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units
Readings

Activity

Overview

Module 6
Key
Concepts
Overview
Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units
Readings
Activity

Overview

Module 7
Key
Concepts
Overview
Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units
Readings
Activity

Overview
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PART 3
EXAMPLES OF BLENDED LEARNING TOOLS AND TRAINING
MODULES FOR INFUSING SDGs IN MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES

Educating and Empowering Action for Climate Change

SESSION
TITLE
Module
Title

Developed by Dr. Aravella Zachariou, Frederick University
1

Linking Education with Sustainable Development Goals and Climate
Crisis

Key
Concepts

Education, Sustainable Development Goals, Climate crises, impacts, linkages,

Overview

Module one examines the role of education as a key driver for integrating SDGs.
It discuss and analyses the concept of SDGs, their importance and meaning for
creating resilient, just and sustainable societies, addressing the interlinkages with
climate crisis in a systemic and holistic way.
To understand the concept of SDGs and the role of education for their integration
and be able to discuss SDGs linkages with climate crises.

Aim
Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:
•

Explain why education is critical for SDGs integration

•

Identify the SDGs and explain their interlinkages

-

Explore links and systemic interconnections (impacts and benefits)
between climate crises and the rest of the SDGs
Reflect on their actions as individuals and consider how these can benefit
action against climate crises

Units

Unit 1: The concept of Sustainable Development Goals.
Unit 2: The importance of SDGs and their interlinkages
Unit 3: Education as key driver for integrating SDGs
Unit 4: Climate Crises and other SDGs

materials/p
pt
presentatio
ns

Discussion Forum
Webinar with narrated ppt, video-clips embedded and synchronous
communication (discussion) Readings
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Development of a concept map.
Wiki
Readings

About
the
Sustainable
Development
Goals
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
What does climate change means for Sustainable Development
https://sustainabilitycommunity.springernature.com/posts/50758-what-doesclimate-change-mean-for-sustainable-development
Global Conference on Strengthening Synergies between the Paris Agreement and
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development: Maximizing Co-Benefits by
Linking
Implementation
across
SDGs
and
Climate
Action
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/22398Summary_doc
ument_Copenhagen_FINAL_for_website.pdf
UNESCO – United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(2017): Education for Sustainable Development Goals. Learning Objectives.
Paris: UNESCO. http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002474/247444e.pdf
Education 2030: Incheon Declaration and Framework for Action for the
implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and
equitable
quality
education
and
promote
lifelong
learning.
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000245656

Activity

Overview
Introduction to the training session.
Creation of a discussion forum where learners can introduce themselves and
express their ideas about SDGs, their importance and their linkages with
climate change:
-

-

Briefly describe yourself: (name, institution, academic background, one
short personal information e.g. your hobby or favorite film, or favorite
pass-time)
Describe briefly how they envision their world. (This question will be
linked with Unit 1).

Unit 1: The concept of Sustainable Development Goals.
Short films and excerpts from readings on SDGs will presented and trainees will be
asked to
reflect in a discussion forum to questions below:
1. What does SDGs means for you;
2.

What is the difference between SDGs and MDGs;

3. How do you define SDGs;
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Background on SDGs https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainabledevelopment-goals/background.html
What are the SDGs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-xdy1Jr2eg
Video (Eng) | Dr. Nicholas Alipui: The UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development in Regard to Child Rights (30:30) https://ecdpeace.org/workcontent/2030-sustainable-development-goals
Unit 2: The importance of SDGs and their interlinkages and Unit 3: Education as key
driver for integrating SDGs
Webinar
Webinar includes a narrated power point presentation, including to this short
films and infographics (20’) concerning the following points:
1. The importance of SDGs
2.

The SDGs interlinkages

3.

The role of education as a key driver for integrating SDGs

Dimensions of SDGs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgNLonYOc9s
Sustainable Development Goals: Leaving No One Behind – Examples from
Papua New Guinea https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VbLIz9SaaY

A nexus Approach for the SDDs http://sdgtoolkit.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/A-Nexus-Approach-For-The- A Nexus Approach For
The SDGs: SDGs-Interlinkages-between-the-goals-and.pdf

How does education fits with other SDGs http://theirworld.org/news/educationis-key-to-all-of-the-new-sustainable-development-goals
Synchronous communication (35’) after the ppt presentation will engage
learners in discussing:
1. Their views for SDGs integration in their countries
2. The difficulties for integrating the SDGs in their country
3. The SDGs that considered more important in their national context and
why;
4. The role of education in their country for integrating SDGs and their
national context.
After the synchronous communication trainees will be asked to prepare a wiki
regarding on how and in which ways education can be strengthened for
integrating SDGs in their national context.
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Unit 4: Climate Crises and other SDGs
A short film will presented to trainees, which explain briefly the climate changes.
Climate Change Explained https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifrHogDujXw
Trainees in an on line white board https://awwapp.com/# will be asked to post
their definition about climate crises. The posts will discussed on a Synchronous
communication.
At the end trainees will work on the reading below and in a forum will be asked
to choose one SDG that they thing that is more urgent to be achieved in their
local context, to justify it and explain how climate change is impacted on it.
Impacts of Climate Change on Sustainable Development Goals Highlighted at
High-Level Political Forum https://unfccc.int/news/impacts-of-climate-changeon-sustainable-development-goals-highlighted-at-high-level-political-forum
Climate change threatens progress across sustainable development, warns new
UN report https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2019/07/sdgprogress-report-2019/
Climate Action and Sustainable Development are Inseparable
https://sdg.iisd.org/commentary/guest-articles/climate-action-and-sustainabledevelopment-are-inseparable/

Module 2

The problem of climate change

Key
Concepts

Global Warming, weather, climate zones, types of zones, climate change, causes
of climate change, temperature, greenhouse effect.

Overview

Climate change is one of the most important issues of our time. Thirty years ago
only scientists talked about climate change, but today it is evident to most of us.
This module examines the problem of climate change aiming to discuss issues
related with the weather and climate, the changes of the Earth's climate in the
past and now, the blames for the changes that are happening.

Aim

The aim of this module is to help trainees to clarify the meaning of critical
concepts such as climate and weather and be able to explain the problem and
causes of climate change.
At the end of the module the trainees will be able:

Learning
Outcomes

•
•
•
•
•

To understand core concepts of climate change such as climate zone,
climate, weather and explain their differences and their relations.
To identify the main characteristics of climate and climate zones
To analyze the causes of climate change through the years.
To compare the causes of climate change in the past and today and
explain the reasons where the temperature of the earth is increasing
nowadays so rapidly.
To explain the greenhouse effect and analyzes its’ causes.
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Units

Unit 2.1: Climate, climate types and climate zones.
Unit 2.2. Climate change through the years
Unit2.3. Causes of climate change todays

Materials/t
ools

Films
Presentations
Photos
Readings
Wiki
Quiz
On-line white board
On-line infographic
On-line concept map
Synchronous and asynchronous discussion forum

Readings

Vital Signs of the Planet https://climate.nasa.gov/
Nine Pictures That Show How Climate Change Is Impacting Earth
https://futurism.com/nine-pictures-show-climatechange-impacting-earth/
NASA
Images
of
Change
https://climate.nasa.gov/imagesofchange?id=623#623-arctic-sea-ice-coverage-hitsrecord-low
Climate change https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/climate-change/
Climate
change
myths
https://www.activesustainability.com/climatechange/debunking-climate-change-myths/
What climate change is (videos) https://www.acciona.com/climate-change/
Why
climate
change
is
a
bad
thing;
https://www.climaterealityproject.org/blog/wait-why-climate-change-bad-thing
Climate
box:
https://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/library/environment_energ
y/climate-box.html
Climate science:
chapter1.pdf

Activity

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/03/ar4-wg1-

Overview
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Unit 2.1: Climate, weather and climate zones.
This unit began with a quiz: Weather and Climate are similar or different
concepts; YES or NO
According to their responses the trainees will discussed the two concepts and
then in work groups they will provide their definitions. As supporting tools can
be

used

the

chapters

(1,

1.1

from

the

tool

box

https://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/library/environment_energ
y/climate-box.html) and the video what is the difference between climate and
weather https://climaterealityproject.org/blog/difference-between-climate-andweather
After the clarification of these two terms trainees are asked to respond to the quiz.
The climate is the same in the planet YES or NO.
Based on their responses they discussed in an asynchronous discussion forum the
different climate zones and the main characteristics of the climate zones (see the
section

1.2.

https://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/library/environment_energ
y/climate-box.html

and

the

video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7br0HtZACiU.
In a discussion forum the trainees discuss about the climate in their
region/country and indicate possible changes that observed the last 10 years.

Unit 2.2. Climate change through the years
This unit will start with an observation of two videos about climate temperature
https://climate.nasa.gov/climate_resources/109/five-year-global-temperaturechanges-from-1880-to-2013/ and global warming from 1880 to 2019
https://climate.nasa.gov/climate_resources/139/video-global-warming-from1880-to-2019/ and discuss about the changes that happened globally during this
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period. Main questions that will be discussed in a synchronous discussion forum
are:
1. What do you observe about the global temperature through the years;
2.

Which years was the warmest;

3.

In which areas global temperature changed more;

Then they are invited to post their opinions on the on line white board
https://awwapp.com/# to the question for the causes of climate changes in the
past. The trainees based on the posts and using readings ( 1.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2,
https://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/library/environment_energ
y/climate-box.html, Thinking about climate change (16th-21st centuries)
https://www.encyclopedie-environnement.org/en/climate/thinking-aboutclimate-change-16th-21st-centuries/), a history of earths climate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dC_2WXyORGA&feature=emb_rel_end
and in groups they create their concept note about the causes of climate change
in the past
https://app.creately.com/diagram/RbkG1BUhkwI/edit

Unit2.3. Causes of climate change todays
This

unit

starts

with

a

video

“What

is

Climate

Change?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcBXmj1nMTQ. The trainees discuss in a
wiki the reasons for an urgent action against climate crisis.
What is the main cause of climate change today; They learn about greenhouse
effect

as

the

main

cause

of

climate

change

today

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7Ci_EooW-k and using readings such as
“The

Basics

of

Climate

Change”

https://royalsociety.org/topics-

policy/projects/climate-change-evidence-causes/basics-of-climate-change/,
section

1.4.

Causes

of

climate

change

today

https://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/library/environment_energ
y/climate-box.html discuss in a forum the causes of climate change today. Then
in

groups

they

create

their

concept

map

for

climate

changes.

https://app.creately.com/diagram/RbkG1BUhkwI/edit
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What we (I) can do for climate change; Trainees are explore case studies to see
how people are taking action against climate change in their business and in their
communities

https://toolkit.climate.gov/#explore

and

they

create

their

infographic
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEEGkUIR4Q/xoPlWJ2zV6pW2fobu3ITdg/
edit?category=tACFahzNhT4&utm_source=onboarding for actions that people
can do against climate change.

Module 3

Climate action and food security

Key
Concepts

Supply chain, production /producer, processing/processor, transport; retail/
retailing, consumption /consumer, disposal, resources, food production,
nutrition, food print, food supplies, food security.

Overview

This module examines related impacts of climate change to food and vice versa
how food supplies and food impacted on climate change. Issues that investigated
are how climate change is affecting our ability to produce food; How our food
print impacted a on climate change; how climate change leads to malnutrition
and starvation; What can we do to moderate the impacts of climate change on
food production?

Aim

This module aims to show the connection between the food, food supplies and
climate change and explore ways for moderating the impacts of climate action in
food production.
At the end of the module the learners will be able to:

Learning
Outcomes

Units

•

Define the concepts of food security and food supplies.

•

Engage learners in critical discussions around global food security and
climate change.

•

Understand that climate change is negatively affecting food supplies

•

Explain the impacts of peoples’ nutrition habits on climate crisis.

•

Describe food actions that eliminate the risks for food security because
of climate action

Unit 3.1. Climate change and food.
Unit: 3.2. Food security and climate change
Unit 3.3. Climate change versus food supplies and food and vice versa
Unit 3.4. What can we do;

Materials/t
ools

PPP
Readings
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Videos
Photos
On-line concept maps maker
On-line Infographics maker
On line whiteboard
On line video maker
Synchronous and asynchronous discussion groups
Quiz
Assignment
Readings

Food and agriculture organization of United Nations CLIMATE CHANGE AND
FOOD
SECURITY:
A
FRAMEWORK
DOCUMENT
http://www.fao.org/3/k2595e/k2595e00.pdf
IPCC Special Report on Climate Change and land: Food Security.
https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/chapter/chapter-5/
HOW CLIMATE CHANGE THREATENS FOOD SECURITY — AND
WHY WE’RE ALL AT RISK https://www.concernusa.org/story/climatechange-food-security/
FAO CLIMATE CHANGE: IMPLICATIONS FOR FOOD SAFETY.
http://www.fao.org/3/i0195e/i0195e00.pdf
FAO
Food
Safety
and
climate
file:///C:/Users/Lenovo/Downloads/climate-change.pdf

change

5 ways to tackle climate change and advance food security
https://www.devex.com/news/5-ways-to-tackle-climate-change-and-advancefood-security-83811
Reducing risks to food security from climate change:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2211912415300262
Report
2008:
Our
climate,
our
children,
our
responsibility
http://www.unicef.org.uk/campaigns/publications/pdf/climate-change.pdf
Activity

Overview
Unit 3.1. Climate change and food.
The Unit starts with a quiz do you think that the food the we eat is heathy; YES
or NOT
Do you think that food supplies are in danger; YES or No
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Then the learners are asked in a discussion forum to answer after they watch the
videos the Questions below:
•

What is food security;

•

Why climate change related with the food security;

•

What are the effects of climate change in food security;

Climate change is affecting the food you eat. Here's how
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HulsvwRN8YM
Climate Change and Food Security
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jii7eesNecI
Feeding Nine Billion Video 6: Climate Change and Food Security
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYq2elstFWQ
Climate change and food security
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytYwCB8v16w
After the discussion forum the learners asked in groups to create a wiki titled
what actions can we take individually and collectively to reduce the impacts of
climate change in food security;

Unit: 3.2. Food security and climate change
The trainer remind to the learners a definition of food security. Ask from the
learners to share a photo (share screen) from their region that relates with food
security. Then ask from learners to think and post in the on-line white board
https://awwapp.com/# a place where food is scarce and why.
The trainer asked from the learners to use the readings and create an on-line
infographic
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEEGkUIR4Q/xoPlWJ2zV6pW2fobu3ITdg/
edit?category=tACFahzNhT4&utm_source=onboarding to indicate how food
security connected with climate change according to the strands below:
A Natural disasters
B. Natural environments
C Population
D. Poverty water
E. Health
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(note for the trainer: Possible answers for each strand are: Health: Malnourished
children cannot fight off infection as well as children who are nourished. Climate
change affects crop production; children are at risk of malnutrition.
Natural disasters: As floods and droughts worsen with climate change, it will be
more challenging to grow food in many areas.
Natural environments: One reason why there is excess CO2 in the atmosphere is
because we are cutting down our irreplaceable old growth trees, which act as
necessary carbon sinks. As we lose our trees, the soil erodes and can lead to land
degradation and desertification, which makes select crops harder or impossible
to harvest.
Population: With our world population on the rise, we have more children to
feed. Climate change is affecting crops and livestock, especially in developing
countries, making it even harder to feed a growing global population.
Poverty: Developing countries don’t have the resources in place to weather a
period of food shortage, and children are more vulnerable.
Water: The water cycle is affected by climate change, which results in less water
available for agriculture and failure of crops. )
Learners discuss the Report 2008: Our climate, our children, our responsibility
http://www.unicef.org.uk/campaigns/publications/pdf/climate-change.pdf and
create a concept map on how climate change and food security impacted
children,

Unit 3.3. Climate change versus food supplies and food and vice versa
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The Unit begins with a quiz:
1. Raising livestock contributes more to climate change than the
worldwide transportation sector.
a) True

b) False

2. The use of chemical pesticides increased by what percentage in the U.S.
during the second half of the 1900s?
a) 80%

b) 200%

c) 600%

d) 750%

2. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that
agriculture is responsible for what percentage of the nation’s
water pollution?
a) 80%

b) 70%

c) 50%

d) 30%

3. When raising cattle, how many litres of water
does beef require per kilogram?
a) 70,000 litres b) 40,000 litres c) 10,000 litres d) 1,000 litres
4. Millions of hectares of rainforest have been cut down for livestock
grazing and feed crops (corn and soy) since 1970. This loss of
rainforest is significantly adding to climate change.
a) True

b) False

5. According to the UN News Centre, rising greenhouse gas emissions
threaten what percentage of the key fishing grounds? 4
a) 80%

b) 75%

c) 50%

d) 20%

6. This loss of fishing grounds could affect how many people who
derive their protein from seafood worldwide? 5
a) 2.9 million b) 10 million c) 4.5 billion d) 2.6 billion
(Note for trainers: The right questions are in bold)
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According to their responses, learners read the readings below and they create
an on-line presentation with Pecha Kucha Method: “Making a Pecha Kucha on
PC with PowerPoint https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ew2vea_HXhA (the
video presents step by step how to prepare the presentation with narratives), for
food supplies chain and its impact on climate change.
Food Supply and Distribution Systems to Cities:
http://www.fao.org/3/x6996e/x6996e08.htm
The functioning of food supply chain and its effect on food prices in the EU:
https://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/pages/publication15234_en.
pdf
Food supply chain-an overview: Articles about food supply chain:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biologicalsciences/food-supply-chain
Learners are asked in an asynchronous discussion to express their views on the
questions below:
•

What is food includes your daily nutrition;

•

From which place your food comes;

•

What do you think is the food print; Leaners are asked to read the sources
below
and
in
groups
in
an
on-line
white
board
https://awwapp.com/#they post their definition for food print.
Make sense of food print https://foodprint.org/

•

Eat Green: Our everyday food choices affect global warming and the
environment
https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/eatgreenfs_feb2010.pdf

•

U. S. land capacity for feeding people could expand with dietary
changes
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160722104535.htm
What is a foodprint? And how does it affect the environment?
https://www.getaway.co.za/environment/responsible-travel/foodprintworld-environment-day/
FOODPRINT: HOW OUR DIET AFFECTS THE CARBON
FOOTPRINT https://foodwaste.tech/how-diet-affects-carbon-footprint/

•
•

Quiz:
•

Did you ever calculate your food print; Lets do it know;
https://foodprint.org/quiz/
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In an asynchronous discussion forum learners are asked to respond to the
question “Do you think that your daily nutrition impacted on climate change;
Why and how;
Using the readings below, learners in groups prepare an assignment for climate
change impacts on food supplies and food.
Read the UN News Story on climate change and fish stocks: Climate
change leading to shrinking fish stocks, UN says.
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=25716&Cr=fish&
Cr1
Natural Numbers 01: Sardines [video] -http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=svbrEGUMpx
k
Fish to shrink by up to a quarter
due to climate change, study
reveals [article]
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environ
ment/2012/sep/30/fish-shrinkclimate-change
Threatened Fish Stocks Need More Management, Analysts Say [article] -http://geneva.usmission.gov/2013/01/16/threatened- fish-stocks-needmore-management-analysts-say/
The impact of climate change on food security and nutrition – focus on
adaptation – Hideki Kanamaru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkfeZi1QS2M

Unit 3.4 What can we do?
Can we change our nutrition and consumption styles for eliminating impacts
against climate change;
The learners examines various ways of food production and nutrition as for
example:

Learn more about the 100 Mile Diet at http://100milediet.org/.
•
•
•

What are the benefits?
What are the challenges?
How has this concept evolved over the years?

Farmers markets are good sources of local and/or organic foods.
Ontario residents can visit http://www.farmersmarketsontario.com/ to
find a market, and B.C. residents can visit
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http://www.bcfarmersmarket.org/. You can also check out
http://www.foodkm.com.
•

What are the benefits of a farmer’s market?

Fair Trade: Canada monitors every step of a product from production to
consumer to ensure fairness for farmers and farm workers in developing
countries. By supporting Fair Trade companies, we are helping alleviate the
effects of poverty on food security. http://transfair.ca/en/node
• How fair trade contributes against climate change?
The examples are discussed in a synchronous discussion.
Based on the examples above and by exploring and learn through websites other
examples or initiatives learners are divided in three groups. Each group prepares
a short video title “A challenge for food and food supplies change: Taking an
action against climate change” Here are the steps to create your own video
https://spark.adobe.com/make/video-maker/Videos presented to the rest of the
trainees and they discussed via asynchronous discussion forum.
Module 4

CLIMATE CHANGE AND HEALTH

Key
Concepts

Health, well being, vulnerable populations, infectious diseases, prevention and
action

Overview

Our health means life. All people have the right to nutritional food and clean
water, access to medical help and a clean and safe environment. The effects of
climate change, such as shortages of food and clean water, polluted air and
temperature increases, are affecting the health of people and especially most
vulnerable groups in developing countries such as children. This module focus
to help people understand the value of health as common good, the risks of public
health and the spread of diseases because of climate change, as well as how we
can protect our health by understanding our role and responsibility to have a
healthy environment for us and others.
This module aims to help learners to understand that health as a common good
is impacted from climate changes, putting in a risk the most vulnerable groups
as children and is our duty and responsibility to eliminate the spread of diseased
and impacts of climate change in our health.

Aim

Learning
Outcomes

The learners be able:
• To define the concept of health
• To understand health as it relates to climate change.
• To learn how some health concerns are made worse by the effects of
climate change.
• To discuss how climate change affects the spread of diseases such as
malaria.
• To discuss various projects and actions that have been undertaken to
protect people’s health from the impacts of climate change.
• To propose ways that can eliminate health risks from climate change
impacts.
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Units

Unit 4.1. Getting know with definitions of health, well being and vulnerability
Unit 4.2. The impacts of climate change in health and well being
Unit 4.3. Learning about the infectious diseases and climate change
Unit 4.4. What we can do?

Materials
and tools

Readings
Videos
On-line concept maps maker
On line whiteboard
On line video maker
Synchronous and asynchronous discussion groups
Wiki
Quiz
Assignment

Readings

WHO: Climate Change and Health
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC8eG05ceIs
A human health perspective on climate change
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/a_human_health_perspective_on_cl
imate_change_full_report_508.pdf
Climate
change
health
and
well
being
https://medicine.exeter.ac.uk/media/universityofexeter/medicalschool/cpdevent
s/wakinguptoclimatechange2017/171005_WUTCC_Depledge__Climate_change_and_human_health.pdf
Climate
change
and
human
https://www.who.int/globalchange/mediacentre/news/cop23-23-keymessages/en/

health

Climate change threats to population health and well-being: the imperative of
protective
solutions
that
will
last
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.3402/gha.v6i0.20816?needAccess=tru
e
Impacts of climate change on health and well being
Africafile:///C:/Users/Lenovo/Downloads/ijerph-15-01884.pdf

in

Good health and well being
https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainable-developmentgoals/goal-3-good-health-and-well-being.html
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South

Health and well being in vulnerable populations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/288067343_Health_WellBeing_and_Vulnerable_Populations#fullTextFileContent
Activity

Overview
Unit 4.1. Getting know with definitions of health, well being and
vulnerability
Ask from the students to post on the on-line white board their definition for health
and well being https://awwapp.com/#. In an asynchronous discussion they are
asked to search in the internet for readings about health and according to them to
improve their initial definitions, justifying why they improve it and what
resources they used to improve it.
Based on the readings below learners they asked to create their wiki based on
the questions:

What is the relation between health and well-being;
How well being impacted health;
How health and well being related with other SDGs;

World Health Organization, “Frequently Asked Questions,”
http://www.who.int/suggestions/faq/en/index.html
What is health? https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/145855#types
How we should define health?
file:///C:/Users/Lenovo/Downloads/BMJdefininghealth.pdf
Concepts of health and well-being https://www.healthknowledge.org.uk/publichealth-textbook/medical-sociology-policy-economics/4a-concepts-healthillness/section2/activity3
Promoting heath in the SDGs file:///C:/Users/Lenovo/Downloads/WHO-NMHPND-17.5-eng.pdf
Good health and well being
https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainable-developmentgoals/goal-3-good-health-and-well-being.html
Health and well being in vulnerable populations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/288067343_Health_WellBeing_and_Vulnerable_Populations#fullTextFileContent

Students are invited to respond to the quiz about vulnerable populations
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Which of the following terms is used to describe a group of people who
possess some sort of disadvantage?
Vulnerable population

High need population

Invulnerable population

Disadvantaged population

Vulnerability is multidimensional, and one of the primary contributors to
vulnerability is:
Gender.
Race and ethnicity.
Resource limitations.
Urban or rural residency.

The learners in a group forum they discussed the questions below:
Which groups considered vulnerable;
How you define the vulnerable population;
What problems predispose people to vulnerability;
Which are the primary contributors to vulnerability;
How is described the cycle of the vulnerability;

(note: the answers below are for use from the trainer)
Question Answer
vulnerabl poor or homeless persons, pregnant adolescents, migrant workers,
e
severely mentally ill individuals, substance abusers, abused individuals,
populatio
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ns
(groups
of
people)

persons with communicable diseases, and persons
with sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV and HBV.

Vulnerabl
e
populatio
those at greater risk for poor health status and health care access.
ns
(definitio
n)

Problems
that
predispos Socioeconomic problems, including poverty and social isolation, physiological
e people developmental aspects of age, poor health status, and highly stressful life
to
experiences.
vulnerabil
ity
one of the
primary
contribut
ors to
vulnerabil
ity

Resource limitations are strongly related to health.

Lack of adequate social, educational, and economic resources make people mo
vulnerable and more likely to experience health disparities, and poverty
is a primary cause of vulnerability.

the feedback effect of factors that predispose one to vulnerability and lead
cycle of
vulnerabil to negative health outcomes, which then increase the
ity
predisposing factors and so on.

Based on the readings below learners are asked to prepare a narrated
presentation for vulnerable populations and health inequalities:

Vulnerability and inequalities in health and well being http://www.divaportal.org/smash/get/diva2:1347717/FULLTEXT03.pdf
Ward PR, Meyer SB (2009) Trust, social quality and wellbeing: a sociological
exegesis. Development and Society 38: 339-363.[Google Scholar]
Commission on Social Determinants of Health (2005) Action on the Social
Determinants of Health: Learning from Previous Experiences. Geneva: World
Health Organisation.[Google Scholar]
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Commission on Social Determinants of Health (2007) Achieving health equity:
from root causes to fair outcomes. Geneva: World Health Organisation.
[PubMed] [Google Scholar]
Wilkinson RG, Pickett KE (2006) Income inequality and population health: a
review and explanation of the evidence. Soc Sci Med 62: 1768-1784.
PubMed:16226363. [PubMed] [Google Scholar]
Ostlin P, Schrecker T, Sadana R, Bonnefoy J, Gilson L et al. (2010) Priorities
for research on equity and health: implications for global and national priority
setting and the role of WHO to take the health equity research agenda forward.
Geneva: World Health Organisation. [Google Scholar]
WHO (2005) The Bangkok Charter for Health Promotion in a Globalized
World. Geneva: WHO. [Google Scholar]
WHO Task Force on Research Priorities for Equity in Health (2005) Priorities
for research to take forward the health equity policy agenda. Bull World Health
Organ 83: 948-953. PubMed: 16462988. [PMC free article] [PubMed] [Google
Scholar]
Unit 4.2. The impacts of climate change in health and well being
The learners are asked in a synchronous discussion forum to mention examples
from their region where climate change impacted health and well being. After
the discussion in groups they are asked to create their on-line concept map
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_knRpzXU=/about the direct and indirect
impacts of the climate change on health and well being.

Learners using the readings and video clips are invited to explore the questions
below:

•
•
•
•
•

How does climate change affect human well being;
What are the impacts of climate climate change in health and well
being;
Which areas are mostly impacted by climate change regarding health
and well being? why?
What are the impacts of climate change in health and well being in
South Africa?
How to does climate change impacted health and well being in South
Africa?

After exploring the questions below learners in groups are asked to prepare an
assignment title Climate Change and health and well-being in my country:
Causes, impacts, adaptability and mitigation measures.
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This WHO's official video on climate change and health provides a basic
introduction to the links between climate variability and health, its main direct
and indirect impacts and the opportunity of promoting health co-benefits
through the measures undertaken to reduce carbon emissions in the main
mitigation sectors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=12&v=L1AHQEqsPxQ&featu
re=emb_logo
WHO: Climate Change and Health
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC8eG05ceIs
A human health perspective on climate change
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/a_human_health_perspective_on_cl
imate_change_full_report_508.pdf
Climate
change
health
and
well
being
https://medicine.exeter.ac.uk/media/universityofexeter/medicalschool/cpdevent
s/wakinguptoclimatechange2017/171005_WUTCC_Depledge__Climate_change_and_human_health.pdf
Climate
change
and
human
https://www.who.int/globalchange/mediacentre/news/cop23-23-keymessages/en/

health

Climate change threats to population health and well-being: the imperative of
protective
solutions
that
will
last
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.3402/gha.v6i0.20816?needAccess=tru
e
Impacts of climate change on health and well being
Africafile:///C:/Users/Lenovo/Downloads/ijerph-15-01884.pdf

in

South

Learners asked to watch the videos below and in a synchronous discussion forum
are invited to describe their thoughts on the stories of people that they attend.
Then are asked to choose one story of the people and post on the on-line white
board https://awwapp.com/# how climate change impact the people’s health
and wellbeing.
The Human Impact of Climate Change: Personal Stories from Somalia, Ghana,
and Kenya https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bg9GXLoLpiQ
The Human Impact of Climate Change: Personal Stories from Belize, Bolivia,
and Brazil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lv2XxXNqZa8
Students are asked to present with a narrated presentation a story of a family in
their region which climate change impacted their health and well-being.
The power point presentation will focus on the questions below:
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•

In which area the family is leaving;

•

What is their job;

•

Do they phase any risks in their well-being and healthy living; Why;

•

Does climate change increasing the risks for their well-being;

•

How climate change impacted their well-being;

Unit 4.3. Learning about the infectious diseases and climate change
Learners are asked to post on the on-line white board 5 infection diseases that
they are common.
(Note for the trainers: The five most common infectious diseases are:
•
•
•
•
•

Hepatitis B.
Malaria. ...
Hepatitis C.
Dengue.
Tuberculosis.
Then learners are asked to complete the quiz below regarding the
infectious diseases:

a.
b.
c.
d.

1. Infectious diseases can be spread...
by infected animals and people
by contaminated objects
by contaminated water and food
all of these choices are correct

a.
b.
c.
d.

2. Which statement explains why people suffering from
malaria and people suffering from tuberculosis can both live
in nothern Europe , but only tuberculosis can be passed onto
the other people there:
anopheles mosquitoes only breed in tropical and sub-tropical areas
antibiotics can be used to cure people with tuberculosis
migrant workers can carry the disease with them
tuberculosis bacteria cannot survive in sub-tropical and tropical areas

a.
b.
c.
d.

3. Cholera is no longer common in many countries. what is the
reason for this?
Education of the citizens about the spread of the disease.
Routine vaccination by local health authorities
Treatment of water supplies and seperate sewage treatment
Treatment of water to control mosquitoes
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a.
b.
c.
d.

4. How is cholera transmited?
food borne, water borne
exchange of fluids
insect vector
airborne droplets

5. Which of the following increases the risk of contracting cholera?
1. drinking unpasteurized milk
2. Eating shellfish which have fed on raw sewage
3. living in overcrowded conditions
(Note for the trainer: The correct answers are underlined and bold).

Learners are watch the films below and they discussed in an asynchronous
forum the questions below:
How climate change increase the risk of infectious diseases;
How does malaria enter and infect the body?
To what extent are children in developing countries at greater risk of being
infected by malaria?
Malaria is preventable and curable. How can developing countries win the fight
against malaria? What are real solutions?
With the introduction of globalization, is it easier or harder to fight the battle
against malaria? Why?

Infectious Diseases and Climate Change - Manuel Castro, MD Dr. Manuel
Castro presents an update on the effects that climate change is having on
infectious diseases as we approach the end of the second decade of the new
millennium. He covers the impact that a warming climate is having on
ecosystems that breed infectious pathogens as well as the vectors that carry
them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3kE8K6jYM8

In the Kenyan highlands, malaria is spreading faster than ever. Frequent rainfall
has created ideal breeding condition for mosquitoes especially as temperatures
at night rarely drop below 16 degrees Celsius. We take a look at how the World
Health Organization is arming people against malaria by offering educational
courses where participants learn how to detect the disease's early warning signs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rfxx3Bsuj_Q
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Climate Change Might Increase Risk of Malaria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcIJafBtJDQ

Learners are asked to create a wiki based on the question below:
Most of the infectious diseases are zoonotic. From Ebola to COVID-19, zoonotic
diseases, viruses that cross from animal to humans, are increasing in frequency.
Why this happening and what is can be done to stop this dangerous transfer?

The learners are asked to watch the films below and prepare their infographic
on how people they can prevent the infectious diseases by taking an action
against climate change.
The Story of Cholera https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jG1VNSCsP5Q A
short animated film produced by the Global Health Media Project
http://globalhealthmedia.org in collaboration with Yoni Goodman
http://yonigoodman.com. This film makes visible the invisible cholera germs as
a young boy shows how to help the sick and guides his village in preventing the
spread of cholera. The film shows how to make the basic homemade oral
rehydration solution using sugar, salt , and safe water as these items were felt to
be most widely available. However, a solution prepared with a readymade ORS
packet is the first choice if supplies are available.
The story of Ebola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCrOde-JYs0 This
animation—produced by Global Health Media Project in collaboration with the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, UNICEF, and
Yoni Goodman—brings to life key messages that help people see and understand
how Ebola spreads and how to protect themselves and their communities.
Download link: http://globalhealthmedia.org/videos/ The animated story is told
by a young girl whose grandfather dies from Ebola and puts the rest of her family
at risk. It brings to life the many messages that are so crucial in understanding
this disease on a community level. The film makes visible the invisible Ebola
germs to help people see and understand how Ebola spreads and how to protect
themselves. Critical messages are woven through the story so that people better
understand Ebola, see themselves within the context of an outbreak, and see how
to act in ways that can keep themselves safe from the disease and protect their
communities. Although the situation in West Africa has improved dramatically,
the Ebola crisis is still not over. This film is intended to be part of ongoing
educational and awareness efforts in that region that are critical in eradicating
this disease.
The story of Malaria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQN_hOpJoWQ
Unit 4.4. What we can do;
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Learners are reading the excerpt below and discuss in a chat forum the
questions below:
1. Does this case study exist in your country/community/region; If yes
please describe the situation in the chat forum. If no what preventive
measures do you take for reducing spread;
2. List reasons how climate change can worsen this picture of a cholera
outbreak.
CHOLERA OUTBREAK IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Thousands of cases of cholera, a waterborne disease, have been reported in
Southern Africa. In Zimbabwe, for example, early in March 2009 close to 90,000
suspected cases of cholera resulting in 3,975 deaths had been reported to the
World Health Organization, according to a recent UNICEF article. “Cholera is
spread through contaminated water supplies and is highly communicable. Many
of the areas with the highest rates of infection are in areas bordering Zimbabwe,
where political unrest, economic collapse and a ravaged health-care system have
combined to fuel the epidemic.”
According to the World Health Organization, “Cholera is an acute diarrhoeal
infection caused by ingestion of the bacterium Vibrio cholerae. Transmission
occurs through direct faecal-oral contamination or through ingestion of
contaminated water and food. The extremely short incubation period — two
hours to five days — enhances the potentially explosive pattern of outbreaks, as
the number of cases can rise very quickly. Cholera is an extremely virulent
disease that affects both children and adults. Individuals with lower immunity,
such as malnourished children or people living with HIV, are at greater risk of
death if infected by cholera.”
Cholera is primarily transmitted through contaminated water and food. There is
a correlation between contaminated water and inadequate living conditions. “The
absence or shortage of safe water and sufficient sanitation combined with a
generally poor environmental status are the main causes of spread of the disease.”
The physical effects of climate change such as drought, floods, storms, increase
in temperature and
changes in weather patterns cause a multitude of outcomes, including water
shortages and contamination. The result is a rise in diseases such as cholera. All
directly impact the overall health of the population; young people in the world’s
poorest communities are the most vulnerable.
Sources:
UNICEF, Cholera Outbreaks Raise Concern in Nine Southern African
Countries,”
http://www.unicef.org/health/index_48553.html
World Health Organization, “Cholera,”
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs107/en/index.html
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What actions can you take locally to make a difference globally regarding climate
change impacts on health and well being?
Learners are asked to create their own on-line informative trailer (max. 2
minutes)
https://spark.adobe.com/make/video-maker/Videos
(the
link
presenting the steps for creating the video) in order to inform and aware people
about the need to act against climate change as a key to create more healthy and
resilient societies.
The film below is gives an overview about climate change impacts in health.
English - Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMIFBJYpSgM

Module 5

: CLIMATE CHANGE AND NATURAL DISASTERS

Key
Concepts

Natural disasters, risks, adaptation, mitigation, extreme weather, extreme
temperature, youth, vulnerability, action, participation

Overview

Natural disasters are increasing in severity and frequency. We are becoming
more aware that climate change is contributing to this growth. Children have the
right to be raised in a safe environment and so it is our responsibility to ensure
children obtain this right. This is essential to protect the lives of children,
particularly those most vulnerable in developing countries. The particular
module will focus on: a) the relation of natural disasters with climate change, b)
the youth need to be aware of natural disasters that could affect their communities
as a result of climate change, c)
the innovative and practical actions underway to address the negative effects of
climate change and participate in preparing to lessen the effects of natural
disasters.

Aim

The aim of this module is to clarify the concept of natural disasters and identify
the relation between climate change and natural disasters and mobilizing people,
especially youth, to actions and activities that will decrease the natural disasters
because of climate change.

Learning
Outcomes

Students to be able to:
• Define natural disasters as they relate to climate change
• Explain the reasons that climate change increase natural disasters.
• Discuss and analyse how natural disasters because of climate change
affect the human needs.
• Justify why developing countries are at greater risk of a natural disaster
because of climate change.
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•

Units

Understand the value of youth participation to actions and initiatives for
lessening the negative effects of natural disasters because of climate
change.

Unit 5.1. Definition and types of natural disasters
Unit 5.2. Natural Disasters and Climate Change
Unite 5.3. Natural disasters, climate change and vulnerable populations
Unit 5.4. Youth action-what we can do?

Materials/t
ools

PPP
Readings
Videos
On-line concept maps maker
On line whiteboard
On line video maker
Synchronous and asynchronous discussion groups
Graphics
Wiki
Maps

Readings

Preliminary
Analysis
and
Classification
of
Natural
Disasters
https://www.wcdrr.org/wcdrrdata/uploads/462/Preliminary%20Analysis%20and%20Classification%20of%2
0Natural%20Disasters.pdf
The impacts of climate change on the risk of natural disasters
https://www.climatecentre.org/downloads/files/articles/Article%20Disasters%2
0Maarten.pdf
Climate change and natural disasters: Scientific evidence of a possible relation
between
recent
natural
disasters
and
climate
change
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/documents/dv/ieep_cc_n
atural_disasters_/ieep_cc_natural_disasters_en.pdf
Climate change, natural disasters, and migration The relationship between
migration and natural events is not straightforward and presents many
complexities
https://wol.iza.org/uploads/articles/346/pdfs/climate-changenatural-disasters-and-migration.pdf?v=1
Climate change and disaster displacement https://www.unhcr.org/climatechange-and-disasters.html
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Activity

Overview
Unit 5.1. Definition and types of natural disasters
Students are asked to a synchronous discussion forum to:
•

Mention a natural disaster that they experience

•

Explain the reasons that created the natural disaster

•

Refer to the results of this natural disaster

•

Express their thoughts and feelings for the natural disaster that they
experience

•

Describe the long-term impacts of the natural disasters to their family.

Then students asked to post on the on-line white board https://awwapp.com/#
a) what do they think that is the definition of natural disasters and
b) What types of natural disasters we have
Then learners used the resources below and reflect to their definition and types
of natural disasters,
Natural disasters definitions and types https://study.com/academy/lesson/whatare-natural-disasters-definition-types.html
Preliminary
Analysis
and
Classification
of
Natural
Disasters
https://www.wcdrr.org/wcdrrdata/uploads/462/Preliminary%20Analysis%20and%20Classification%20of%2
0Natural%20Disasters.pdf
Then they are asked to create a wiki about natural disasters (definition, types of
natural disasters, causes, impacts, examples of the worst natural disasters in the
world).
Unit 5.2. Natural Disasters and Climate Change
The learners asked to observe the tables below and discuss in a synchronous
discussion forum the questions below:
•

What do you observe for the global deaths in each disaster category
between 1978 and 2018

•

In which disaster categories the global deaths increased;

•

What do you thing are the reasons of these differentiations;

•

What do you observe between the countries of advanced, emerging and
low income economies, for the natural disasters because of climate
change between the periods of 2010, 2050 and 2100;
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After the observation of the two tables below learners asked to think how will be
the situation of natural disasters because of climate changes in their country in
2050 and why. Their thoughts are posted in an on-line white board
https://awwapp.com/#
In an asynchronous discussion group they share their thoughts and ideas and then
they are asked to make a search in the internet regarding the effects of climate
changes on natural disasters in their till 2050 and present them in an on-line
infographic
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEEGkUIR4Q/xoPlWJ2zV6pW2fobu3ITdg/
edit?category=tACFahzNhT4&utm_source=onboarding
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The learners studied the documents below and discusses and in groups they
prepare a presentation:
•
•
•
•
•

For the reasons that climate change increase the risks of natural disasters.
For the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on the risks of the
natural disasters.
The risks of natural disasters because of climate change the next
decades.
The challenges that we are phasing as humanity to prevent natural
disasters.
The measures and actions that we can take in local, regional level to
reduce the risks of natural disasters because of climate change.

How
does
climate
change
affect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBjy6sPSATo

natural

disasters;

The impacts of climate change on the risk of natural disasters
https://www.climatecentre.org/downloads/files/articles/Article%20Disasters%2
0Maarten.pdf
Climate change and natural disasters: Scientific evidence of a possible relation
between
recent
natural
disasters
and
climate
change
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/documents/dv/ieep_cc_n
atural_disasters_/ieep_cc_natural_disasters_en.pdf
Climate change, natural disasters, and migration The relationship between
migration and natural events is not straightforward and presents many
complexities
https://wol.iza.org/uploads/articles/346/pdfs/climate-changenatural-disasters-and-migration.pdf?v=1
Climate change and disaster displacement https://www.unhcr.org/climatechange-and-disasters.html

Unit 5.3. Climate Change, natural disasters and vulnerable populations
Students are asked to visit the website our world in Data-Natural disasters the
section “injuries and displacements for disasters” and observe the map below
which is an interactive map and provide scientific data for all the countries about
displaced
persons
all
over
the
world
from
2008-2017.
https://ourworldindata.org/natural-disasters
Students interact with the map and make observations on the questions below:
Their observations ae discussed in an asynchronous discussion forum.
•

What do you observe about the displaced persons in your country
between the years 2018 to 2017;
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•

What do you observe about your continent regarding displaced people
through the years 2008-2017;

•

Which countries and continents affected more;

•

Why do you thing this countries affected more from natural disasters
because of climate change;

•

Which populations do you thing were forced to become displaced and
why;

A picture says thousands of words
Children stand amid the debris of their
village, which was destroyed by the
cyclone, near the township of
Kunyangon in the southern Yangon
Division. In May 2008 in Myanmar, an
estimated 1.5 million people struggled to
survive under
increasingly desperate conditions in the
wake of Cyclone Nargis, which hit the
south-western coast on 3 May, killed some 100,000 people, and displaced 1
million across five states.

Other stories of people (indicative examples).
As drought compounds security woes, Somalis flee to Ethiopia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=_RVmVOxkvUc&featur
e=emb_logo
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Struggle to reach Bangladesh cyclone victims - 20 Nov 07
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zrx2KPEQ7o

Students watched the videos above and search in the internet to collect the
appropriate resources and create an on-line video based on the questions below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which populations are impacted more;
Are all humans given the same assistance after a natural disaster? Why
or why not? What role does foreign policy play?
What role do different countries play?
What role does the inequity of wealth play in managing a natural
disaster?
What are some of the health issues that may develop after a disaster?
How could we prepare for this?
As climate change is linked to the increase of natural disasters globally,
how we choose to live can affect our global neighbours.

Unit 5.4. Youth action-what we can do?
Ask students to mention in a synchronous discussion forum personal examples
where they believe that with their participation in an action or activity
contributed to relief people from the impacts of natural disasters because of
climate change. Then they view the movie clip Lessons Save Lives, as an
example of how they can make a difference
Lessons save lives: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0yrONL1Q3g
Tilly Smith, an eleven-year-old schoolgirl was on holiday in Thailand with her
family when the tsunami hit in December 2004. She recognized the signs of the
receding sea and warned her parents of the impending tsunami, which led to
hotel guests being rapidly cleared from the beach and saved the life of dozens
of people. Tilly's story highlights the critical importance of basic education in
preventing the tragic impacts of natural disasters.
After viewing the clip, debrief with the students, and ask them to mention to
write in the a blog five ways that they can do to help people that impacted from
natural disasters (e.g. be a volunteer, charity, donation, information campaigns
etc) and 5 things that can do personally and will help to the reduction of climate
change risks on natural disasters (e.g. reduce their ecological footprint,
participate in campaigns of reforestation etc).

Challenge for change:
Students are invited to choose one of the two scenarios and develop their
own project. projects below: The title of their project is “I am part of the
solution”
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Research and assess your preparedness in accordance with the Government of
Canada’s 72 Hour Plan; download the step-by-step guide on how to put together
an emergency preparedness kit at home. Survey your peers to see who has put
together an emergency preparedness kit at home or at school.
PROJECT: Create a YouTube clip, PowerPoint presentation or a
song/jingle/PSA/rap/skit to encourage your peers to be prepared for a natural
disaster. Include a global connection to why the global community should also
help
developing countries prepare for a natural disaster. Ensure you include
information on Canada’s 72 Hour Plan. You may want to display a sample
emergency preparedness kit at school.
For more information see:http://www.getprepared.gc.ca/index-eng.aspx.

Research the actions UNICEF is taking to offer relief in developing countries
in times of natural disasters and document a recent UNICEF relief mission. What
support did UNICEF offer? How can we become involved? Visit
http://www.educationandtransition.org/ to learn about UNICEF’s international
development work on education in emergencies and post-crisis transition
countries.
PROJECT: Get involved in a recent relief effort by organizing a fundraiser to
raise money (and awareness) for medical, food, and water supplies for regions
hit with a natural disaster.

Students will be evaluated on criteria including knowledge of the issue,
expression of ideas and connections made between personal, local and global
views of the issue. The criteria are followed in the page 27.
Note: Below is the criteria list which can be discussed before the beginning of
their action plan with the students.
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Training Session and Materials on SDG 11: Make
cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
[Developed by Byron Ioannou (FU)]

SESSION
TITLE
Module
Title
Key
Concepts
Overview

Aim
Learning
Outcomes

SDG 11: Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable –
CONTEMPORY CHALLENGES OF HOUSING IN CYPRUS AND THE
MEDITERRANEAN
1 The benefits of public housing as a vehicle to achieve quality housing for
all
Home, physical conditions of habitat, safe and affordable housing, urban
segregation, liveable neighbourhoods, integration, vibrant urban communities,
housing policies, housing projects
Module 1 is based on a documentary watching activity (e.g. Our journey home
(2015) - The Official Feature-Length Documentary on Public Housing (HD)),
which is required prior the synchronous communication and the webinar. It
focuses on the discussion of the common belief that everyone deserves a safe and
stable place to call home. Further on it stresses the benefits of public housing as
a vehicle to achieve this goal. Housing quality refers to the physical condition of
a person’s home as well as the quality of the social and physical environment in
which the home is located.
To understand the concept of providing a safe and stable place for all to call
home.
At the end of this module trainees will be able to:
-

-

-

Understand the importance of habitat for an individual and its linkages to
the social structure and the individual life courses for a high proportion
of the population.
Identify life with a home and life without a home and construct home as
a meaning attached to its surrounding outer space.
Identify the connection of safe and affordable home to segregation and
marginalization of part of the population.
Identify the values of social mixture that concern the solutions to ensuring
both integration of different population profiles into safe and liveable
neighbourhoods.
Appreciate the need for a holistic viewing of the issue and be able to
identify different interests or agendas in each option provided.
Understand how housing policies and housing projects it terms of
allocation and design can provide a framework for sustainable local
economies and vibrant urban communities.
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-

Units

Reflect on how as practitioners as well as collectively revise our planning
and design priorities and provide housing projects fully integrated in the
urban agglomerations.

Unit 1: How does habitat and home provision relate to daily lives and individual life
courses?
Unit 2: How can solutions for providing affordable quality housing be implemented?
Unit 3: What are the consequences of an incapability of the state to provide affordable
housing to several social groups?
Unit 4: Which are the threads on social structures as community or family if housing
failures?

Materials/p Discussion Forum
pt
Webinar with documentary watching as a prerequisite and synchronous
presentatio
communication (discussion)
ns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EO63Owo9IE8&t=93s (Our Journey Home
- The Official Feature-Length Documentary on Public Housing (2015) 54’)
Readings
Development of a concept map
Wiki
Readings

United Nations, 11, Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable, https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal11
Habitat for humanity, The need for affordable housing
(https://www.habitat.org/impact/need-for-affordable-housing)
"Access to affordable and adequate housing is perhaps the social problem of
our generation", An interview with Dr. Steffen Wetzstein on housing
affordability, Brussels, 29 May 2019 | Social
(https://www.housingeurope.eu/blog-1283/access-to-affordable-and-adequatehousing-is-perhaps-the-social-problem-of-our-generation)
World Resources Institute, The Crisis in Affordable Housing Is a Problem for
Cities Everywhere by Robin King Robin King - October 02, 2017
(https://www.wri.org/blog/2017/10/crisis-affordable-housing-problem-citieseverywhere)

Activity

Overview
[Content for each module will be provided separately]. Here it will be described
Introduction to the training session.
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Creation of a discussion forum where learners can introduce themselves and
express their ideas about public housing and its value:
-

-

Briefly describe yourself: (name, institution, academic background, one
short personal information e.g. your hobby or favorite film, or favorite
pass-time)
How important is housing to you? Why?

Unit 1: How does habitat and home provision relate to daily lives and individual
life courses?
Unit 2: How can solutions for providing affordable quality housing be
implemented?
Webinar
Webinar includes a narrated power point presentation (15’) concerning the
following points:
-

Why home provision is related to life itself, health and human
wellbeing?
How is housing connected to SDG11?
What are the consequences of the lack of access to affordable, adequate
and secure housing?

Synchronous communication (15’) after the ppt presentation will engage
learners in discussing:
-

Learning about local and global challenges of housing provision.
(running projects, policies, opportunities and threads).
Housing and the public – who is responsible for the providing
affordable housing? How can individuals and professionals get
involved?

For the following units’ activities learners are asked to study the proposed
readings.

Unit 3: What are the consequences of an incapability of the state to provide
affordable housing to several social groups? (concept mapping)
Develop a concept map in order to illustrate the connections between housing
issues and other SD11 issues using e.g. mindmeisters, mindmup, etc.
Some brief information on how to develop a concept map is given in the attached
handout (Handout 1: Concept mapping)
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Unit 4: Which are the threads on social structures as community or family
if housing failures?
Evaluation activity: Wiki.
Identify and present a local housing issue of your concern.
Discuss how this issue could be addressed by / connected to one of your
undergraduate courses. (the issue can be viewed by its design perspective,
environmental, cultural, social, legislative…)
Discuss how one of the issues proposed by your colleagues could also be
addressed by / connected to one of your undergraduate courses.

Module 2

Constructing a housing policy, priorities allocation options and
design prototypes

Key
Concepts

allocating a housing project, densities, users mix, dwelling sizes and capacities,
consultation on decisions, high quality and integrated housing

Overview

Module 2 and Module 3 that follows, consists of a game that gives learners the
opportunity to experience the power of the driving forces of constructing a
housing policy, prioritize allocation options and design prototypes. The game is
designed for the purpose of these course based on MIT Science Impact
Collaborative, Harmonising Science, Politics and Policy: Role Play Simulations
(https://scienceimpact.mit.edu/role-play-simulations).

Aim
Learning
Outcomes

Seven-person, multi-issue facilitated negotiation among local government,
housing associations, architects, developers, community associations and NGOs
trying to reach agreement on a neighbourhood layout and density in a mediumsized coastal community. Necessary Equipment: Sketch up or other accessible
3D software.
Understand the power of the driving forces of constructing a housing policy,
prioritise allocation options and design prototypes.
The overriding learning objectives for this module are:
To get a deeper understanding of the challenges in allocating a housing project
in a city,
Understand the planning and urban development issues it terms of densities,
users mix, dwelling sizes and capacities.
Identify the principles necessary for a fair public consultation on decisions
related to the quality and the quantity of the offered housing package.
Develop transversal skills and action under the lens of collaborating for
promoting high quality and integrated housing.
To connect immaterial principles to material manifestations.
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Units

Unit 1. Explore and scrutinise ideas about compromising the need for
maximising units number with retaining quality standards
Unit 2. Debate on housing option and decent habitat
Unit 3. How can neighbourhood qualities and interior space standards can be
balanced through pubic consultation and debate

Materials/p MIT Science Impact Collaborative, Harmonising Science, Politics and Policy:
pt
Role Play Simulations (https://scienceimpact.mit.edu/role-play-simulations).
presentatio
ns
Readings

Activity

(Krasilnikova E., Popova L. (2018) Modern Trends of Sustainable Housing
Design Using Landscape Urbanism Principles. In: I. Vasenev V., Dovletyarova
E., Chen Z., Valentini R. (eds) Megacities 2050: Environmental Consequences
of Urbanization. ICLASCSD 2016. Springer Geography. Springer, Cham)
https://rd.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-70557-6_18#citeas
(ArchDaily: Social Housing: 45 Examples in Plan and Section),
https://www.archdaily.com/913999/social-housing-45-examples-in-plan-andsection
Overview
Unit 1. Explore and scrutinise ideas about compromising the need for
maximising units number with retaining quality standards
The central idea of Activity part 2 is to explore and scrutinise ideas about
compromising the need for maximising units’ number with retaining quality
standards. Ask learners in your class to fill out the following K.W.H.L. chart
(Know; Want; How; Learned) having the central idea in mind. Start with the “K”,
“W” and “H” columns (save the “L” column for the end of each of each activity).
Unit 2. Debate on housing option and decent habitat
Start by playing the game and use the outcomes as an introduction to a deeper
discussion on housing option and decent habitat.
Total time requirement: 2 – 3 hrs
Preparation: 30 minutes
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Negotiation: 60 – 75 minutes
Scenario:
Residents of Petriella, a 80,000-person coastal town in Italy, have grown
increasingly concerned about the increased housing projects planned for their
city for the following twenty years in order to accommodate low class internal
migration. This is called by the state as the housing provision strategy. The
proposed scheme refer to high-density developments at the periphery of the city
on rural or shrub lands with a consequent expansion of the main road network in
order to accommodate new traffic. NGOs and other resident’s initiatives are
opposing to this scenario claiming that this will create satellite ghetto
neighbourhoods, increase traffic congestion and increase segregation, since will
give minimum opportunities for social interaction of the new comers with the
existing population.
The first step for implementing the suburban expansion strategy is the Marketta
project where a new suburban neighbourhood of 1.000 population will be
constructed. Three different locations are available: (i) a brown field at the city
centre of an area of 5Ha, (ii) a rural land by a high class suburban neighbourhood
of 15Ha, (iii) An existing housing estate of 500 residents in 10Ha to be
demolished and rebuilt to house all the 1.500.
In response to these public concerns, the Petriella City has called the stakeholders
in an open public consultation, which should come to a mutually agreed plan.
Players are provided with digital maps and relevant spatial data for Petriella
district.
Each one of the stakeholders is assigned a specific goal:
local government: to achieve a mutual agreed plan that has limited objections,
housing associations: to deliver a high standard housing project,
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architects: to receive design terms and conditions supporting residential and
architectural quality,
developers: to obtain the maximum profit per built square meter,
community associations: to reduce the size of housing projects and integrate
them in the city fabric,
NGOs: to increase housing provision to the maximum.
The players use polystyrene insulation boards and cutting tools in order to discuss
on possible built space layouts. Cost and benefit approach shall not get into detail
A sixth player does the area calculations to support discussion.
Discussion should address issues of (i) preferred location and (ii) unit sizes (iii)
general layout.
Three alternatives regarding the above issues should be constructed and the panel
will vote in the end in favour of one.
Unit 3. How can neighbourhood qualities and interior space standards can
be balanced through pubic consultation and debate?
Reflection.
Use the outcomes of the game as an introduction to a deeper discussion on
housing implementation issues as regards location, quality and amenities of the
unit and the general layout of the project in terms of its internal structure and its
externalities. Link your work further to local case studies you are familiar with
and suggest how can this trend be mitigated through pubic consultation and
debate.
Reflection questions
After the game activity, give learners the opportunity to reflect on the following
questions in group and/or through a class discussion:
- What did you learn from this activity?
- How did your ideas about the topic change during this activity, if at all?
- Explain what caused your ideas to change or why you think your ideas did not
change.
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- Discuss the benefits of pubic consultation and open public debates on housing
issues and projects
- What principles are necessary for achieving a mutual understanding and a
mutual benefit after these procedures?
- What other examples (besides the allocation of a housing project) can you think
of, connected to housing policy and housing provision?
- What other examples (besides the allocation of a housing project) can you think
of, connected to housing policy and housing provision specifically for your
country?
- What obstacles do you identify to achieving a housing strategy and project
implementation?
Module 3

Implementing affordable housing policies in Cyprus

Key
Concepts

planning incentives, housing reality, developments’ location, optimum size of
projects and units, preconditions, design principles

Overview

Role-play applying the provisions of the newly announced planning incentives
for housing through private developments. Module 2 will support the better
implementation of Module 3.
This part of the activity highlights the political, economic and even cultural
context, but also the lack of tradition behind the housing reality in Cyprus. Again,
a role-play game uses the experience of Activity Part 2 in order to specialise on
the local context.
Kaimakli is is a large northeaster suburb of Nicosia, Cyprus. Since 1968, it
belongs to the Municipality of Nicosia. Its population in 2011 was 11,564.
Kaimakli has an extended historic core with single storey houses of stone
masonry and tile roofing of an exceptional architectural quality most of them
recently renovated to house, artists, young professionals and middle class
families. Around this core a suburban expansion is emerging since the ‘60s with
a variety of building typologies form single freestanding houses to multi-storey
apartment buildings.
Kaimakli suburban areas are consisted of middle and working class households,
students and economic immigrants in the most deprived and old structures. There
is also a big number of empty plots available for development.
The state intends to provide additional allowed building ratio to these plots in
order to encourage developers to construct housing blocks that combine flats for
the market but also units to house long stay political refugees to integrate in
Cyprus. The government believes that through this plan can achieve a decent
housing provision and integration of these citizens in the society while at the
same time avoiding ghetto creation.
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Players are provided with digital backgrounds and relevant spatial data for
Kaimakli district.
The debate has to concentrate on the (i) Location of these developments (ii) the
total number of projects and units (iii) Preconditions and design directives for
units and complexes.
Aim

Applying the provisions of planning legislation and incentives for housing
through private developments

Learning
Outcomes

The overriding learning objectives for this activity are:
1. Get a deeper understanding of the dangers in which ambitious and
balanced policies can fell into if they do not; consider the local economic
or social perceptions of the current population.
2. Become aware of local political, economic and even cultural aspects of
housing provision, especially to marginalised groups as political refugees
in Cyprus.
3. Develop transversal skills and action under the lens of collaborating for
providing decent and inclusive housing projects.

Units

Unit 1. Development context
Unit 2. Governmental policies on housing and on political refugees in Cyprus
and elsewhere
Unit 3. Formal housing approaches and conflicts emerging
Unit 4. Brainstorm and organise ideas on views
Unit 5. Reflexion

Materials/p Power point presentation with notes
pt
Digital Maps and Photos from Kaimakli indicating the available plots
presentatio
ns
Readings

UNHCR, What is a Refugee? A person forced to flee their country because of
violence or persecution. https://www.unrefugees.org/refugee-facts/what-is-arefugee/
Republic of Cyprus, Housing Schemes,
http://www.cyprus.gov.cy/portal/portal.nsf/gwp.getGroup?OpenForm&access=
0&SectionId=citizen&CategoryId=Land%20and%20Property&SelectionId=Ho
using%20Schemes&print=0&lang=en
The Needs of Refugees and the Integration Process in Cyprus. Dr David Officer
and Dr Yiouli Taki https://www.unhcr.org/cy/wpcontent/uploads/sites/41/2018/02/The_Needs_of_Refugees_and_the_Integratio
n_Process_in_Cyprus_2013.pdf
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Agenda for International Development. The role of cities in the integration of
migrants and refugees http://www.a-id.org/2019/05/30/the-role-of-cities-in-theintegration-of-migrants-and-refugees/
Housing for Humanity. Understanding housing in the Middle East and the impact
of the Syrian crisis. https://www.habitat.org/emea/stories/understandinghousing-middle-east-and-impact-syrian-crisis
Videos:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/development/researchprojects/2019/feb/refugees-and-politics-urban-space

Activity

Overview
Unit 1. Development context
Explain briefly about the development context at Kaimakli.
Ask learners in your class to fill out the K.W.H.L. chart (Know; Want; How;
Learned). Start with the “K”, “W” and “H” columns (save the “L” column for
the end of the activity).
Unit 2. Governmental policies on housing and on political refugees in
Cyprus and elsewhere
Learners obtain information about the governmental policies on housing and on
political refugees in Cyprus and elsewhere by using suggested sources.
Unit 3. Formal housing approaches and conflicts emerging
Learners describe in plenary what the conflict is (integrate political refugees in
housing projects that provide also market flats for the middle class) and identify
the interested parties in the situation. (Planning Authority, Community Council,
Residents, Community Associations, Developers).
Unit 4. Brainstorm and organise ideas on views
Learners are divided into groups as many as the interested parties are and adopt
a role. Each group has to address the problem from the point of view of the role
they represent and discuss their position, possible solutions to the problem and
develop arguments to support their proposal. The groups still have access to the
information obtained in Unit 2.
The group then uses a sheet of paper to identify between 5-7 arguments to support
their proposal. They may have more than these so to get them down as they can:
•

Scrap small or insignificant arguments

•

Join together similar arguments to make larger ones
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•
On their sheet, they need to write the names of the arguments. EACH
NAME SHOULD BE NO LONGER THAN THREE WORDS.
•
They also have to be ready to present counter-arguments to the arguments
of the opposite group.
Choose a speaker from each group a timekeeper from each group and a chairregulator for the whole discussion session (teacher can be the chair of the
discussion).
Unit 5. Reflection.
The summary speaker will speak first and will present the group’s position on
the issue and their proposal. After the summary presentment, the arguments
identified (5-7) would be divided to the other members of the group. All group
members can provide counter arguments (rebuttal) to deal with the opposite
group.
At the end of the discussion Kaimakli groups vote and make a final decision on
which the solution to problem would be.
Learners return to their original groups and discuss in plenary the following
issues:
What are the prevailing values of each group (e.g. the Community, the
residents, the environmental activists…)
The role of national and international law integrating political refugees
through housing projects,
The role of the aim for revitalizing early low-density suburbia (is it
important achieve population increase by any means.)
At the end of the activity, ask learners to complete the “L” column of their K-WH-L chart (“What did you Learn at this point?”). Finally, in pairs or groups, have
students compare what they wanted to learn and what they have learned,
identifying if there are remaining things to learn.
Module 4

Identifying impacts of Greek Cypriot refugee housing policies in Cyprus
during 70’s, 80’s and 90’s – The Case of Larnaca

Key
Concepts

refugee housing policies, housing program, diverse impacts of refugee housing,

Overview

Housing projects through time outcomes and threads of planning and design.
Identifying impacts of Greek Cypriot refugee housing policies in Cyprus during
70’s, 80’s and 90’s – The Case of Larnaca. During these two decades the Cyprus
government experienced a huge housing program for 1974 domestic refugees.

Aim

To explore the diversity of housing options in an urban context and understand
the impact and the failures of the planning and design approach
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Learning
Outcomes

Units

1. Become aware of the diverse impacts of refugee housing not only on the
specific part of the city but in a wider extend,
2. Reflect on how professionals, architects or planners as well, can
collectively produce decent and inclusive housing projects.
3. Understand how time and social shift changes initial housing concepts.
Unit 1 – Housing projects and the city fabric in a micro and a macro scale
Unit 2 Housing projects through time and function in the local context
Unit 3 Debate with professionals
Unit 4 Reflexion

Readings

PROFILE OF INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT: CYPRUS. Compilation of the
information available in the Global IDP. Database of the Norwegian Refugee
Council (as of 27 April, 2005) https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/3bd98d542.pdf
Ivana Brkanić, A Comparative Analysis of the Spatial Configuration of
Apartments Built in Osijek, Croatia, between 1930 and 2015.
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.3130/jaabe.17.23
Melinda Benkő, Budapest’s large prefab housing estates: Urban values of
yesterday, today and tomorrow. https://akjournals.com/view/journals/044/29/12/article-p21.xml

Activity

Overview
Unit 1 – Housing projects and the city fabric in a micro and a macro scale
Explain briefly that so far we have talked about housing projects and integration
to the city fabric, and focus on issues connected to densities, units’ size and
features, allocation and layout of the project. We are now going to focus on
learning about the policies and projects implemented for the Cypriot refugees of
1874 during the following two decades, underling achievements and failures of
this policy in general and of specific projects accordingly. The city of Larnaca is
a place with a wide typology of refugee housing estates of that period. What are
the achievements and failures in a macro scale and in each project scale?
Students are provided with digital backgrounds and relevant spatial data for
Larnaca refugee housing program.
Ask learners in your class to fill out the K.W.H.L. chart (Know; Want; How;
Learned). Start with the “K”, “W” and “H” columns (save the “L” column for
the end of the activity).
Unit 2 Housing projects through time and function in the local context
A hosted invited speaker (a planner, or an architect form Larnaca municipality)
talks to students about the history and the evolution of refugee housing estates in
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the town, focusing on the problems related to maintenance, changing dwellers
groups and segregation, as well as their introvert function within the town.
Unit 3 Debate with professionals
Students will have the opportunity to discuss with the expert and ask questions.
The students are using the reflexion of Module 3 to detect differences and
similarities of each case.
Unit 4 Reflexion
At the end of the activity, ask learners to complete the “L” column of their K-WH-L chart (“What did you Learn at this point?”). Finally, in pairs or groups, have
students compare what they wanted to learn and what they have learned,
identifying if there are remaining things to learn.
Module 5

Course reflexion: Fair and liveable housing

Key
Concepts

Cross-cultural city, good design practices, sustainable housing, segregated cities,
affordable design, and affordable allocation options.

Overview

This module is the closure of the course. It intends to take the whole activity
one step forward and challenge learners into a sensible and sensitive approach
in their professional careers as consultants of various stakeholders related to
housing.
Conclusions emerging from the previous activities, would concern reflecting on
the decent and integrated housing projects, and the importance and urgency of
promoting compact integrated urban policies for housing projects.
The module aims to integrate the skills gained in the previous units in the
framework of cross-cultural city. At the same time the capacity of balancing
among good design practices, sustainable housing, avoiding segregated cities,
affordable design, and affordable allocation options should be debated.

Aim

Learning
Outcomes

Units

1. Develop an appreciation of housing as the mean for safeguarding social
sustainability and inclusive cities.
2. Become aware of the threats that specific design options or locational
preferences may create to the city and the society putting integration
and inter or cross-cultural city in doubt.
3. Get a deeper understanding of the challenges in compromising
architectural qualities or amenities in order from one hand to provide
more housing units and from the other hand to use good design practices
to mitigate.
4. Become aware of political, economic and even cultural aspects of
sustainable housing as a safeguard from segregated cities.
5. Develop transversal skills and action under the lens of collaborating for
driving planning and design into decent but affordable design or
allocation options.
Unit 1. K.W.H.L.chart
Unit 2. Housing campain
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Unit 3. Communication

Readings

The intention of this module is to revisit and summarise previous readings.

Activity

Overview
Unit 1. K.W.H.L. chart
Ask learners in your class to fill out the following K.W.H.L.chart (Know; Want;
How; Learned). Start with the “K”, “W” and “H” columns (save the “L” column
for the end
of Part 3 of the activity).
Unit 2. Housing campaign
The challenging and essential questions to be asked in this activity are:
1.
What important messages would you like to convey to your peers about
compact city development in general?
2.
What important messages would you like to convey to your peers about
the Cyprus Housing Practice and its impact on sprawl and affordability?
3.

How? What ways do you think would be more effective?

4.
What skills, information and competences do you think individuals need
in order to effectively promote compact city?
These questions are discussed in the classroom plenary.
Unit 3. Communication
Learners work in groups to prepare a tool for quoting the hot spots of promote
fair and liveable housing and mitigate segregation drivers for disseminating to
their peers and the public in general. This may have the form of a poster, a small
video, a social media post or whatever the group believes to be an effective form
of communication and message conveying means. Each group’s poster or other
communication means could focus on the threat they elaborated in the previous
activity.
At the end, ask learners to revise the “L” column of their K-W-H-L chart (“What
did you Learn at this point?”). Finally, in pairs or groups, have students compare
what they wanted to learn and what they have learned, identifying if there are
remaining things to learn.
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Understanding, Recognizing and Taking Action on SDG
no 1: No poverty

SESSION
TITLE

Developed by: Prof. Nikoletta Christodoulou
Module
Title
Key
Concepts
Overview

Aim

Learning
Outcomes

1

Recognizing and defining poverty
Various forms of poverty, uncovering poverty, making poverty visible,
interrelated terminology, factors contributing in perpetuating poverty,
recognition, definitions
Poverty is not solely an economic issue, but rather a multidimensional
phenomenon that encompasses a lack of both income and the basic capabilities
to live in dignity. In this module students are enabled to see this
multidimensionality of poverty. Thus, the teacher will try to help them
understand that persons living in poverty experience many interrelated and
mutually reinforcing deprivations that prevent them from realizing their rights
and perpetuate their poverty, including: dangerous work conditions, unsafe
housing, lack of nutritious food, unequal access to justice, lack of political power,
limited access to health care.
The context, content and activities in this module shall help learners recognize
and define poverty, as well as its various interrelated and mutually reinforcing
conditions that prevent people realizing their rights and contributing in
perpetuating poverty.
The aim is for the participants to recognize, define and identify poverty,
including its various forms, and interrelated and mutually reinforcing conditions.
Identifying and recognizing poverty is one first step in uncovering and making
visible and pointing it out every time they see it. Acknowledging the interrelated
and mutually reinforcing conditions is another step in understanding that there
are many layers and aspects that interrelate and mutually work to create and
sustain poverty.
At the end of this module trainees will be able to:
1. Be aware and sensitized about the issue of poverty, as it will be indicated
in discussions and personal (re)action on the topic.
2. Enrich terminology and meaning of terms relevant to poverty including
deprivation of equity and social justice, lack of human dignity, dangerous
work conditions, unsafe housing, lack of nutritious food, unequal access
to justice, lack of political power, limited access to health care.
3. Recognize and define poverty, as well as its various interrelated and
mutually reinforcing conditions that prevent people realizing their rights
and factoring in perpetuating poverty.
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Units

Meaning
Definition
Recognition

materials/p
pt
presentatio
ns

[Content for each module will be provided separately].
Here it will be described briefly what kinds of materials will be used:
There will be a PP presentation with basic notions and opening / introductory
remarks.
Some multimedia use including photos etc.
Articles / readings
Discussions.
Websites/Internet
https://worldbank.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0dgQnZ4mqy58zAx
Work on handouts

Figure 1 Unsafe housing

Activity

Overview

An overview of the activities is provided here:
1. Ask students what poverty is. Most likely we will get answers that
suggest connection of poverty with a person’s financial situation.
Have them take a quiz to find out how much they know about poverty
https://worldbank.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0dgQnZ4mqy58zAx
2. The teacher, recognizing that poverty is not solely an economic issue,
but rather a multidimensional phenomenon that encompasses a lack of
both income and the basic capabilities to live in dignity, shall try to help
students see this multidimensionality of poverty. Thus, the teacher will
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•
•
•
•
•
•

try to help them understand that persons living in poverty experience
many interrelated and mutually reinforcing deprivations that prevent
them from realizing their rights and perpetuate their poverty, including:
dangerous work conditions, unsafe housing, lack of nutritious food,
unequal access to justice, lack of political power, limited access to
health care. Within this context, the teacher will present photographs
showing the following:
Dangerous work conditions
Unsafe housing (i.e. see photo Figure 1)
Lack of nutritious food
Unequal access to justice
Lack of political power
Limited access to health care.

(a) Ask students to read and interpret them. (b) Ask them to come up with an
overarching theme / word / notion that describes these pictures. You expect
them to say poverty or mention poverty, too, alongside other terms they may
suggest. (c) Together with the students, you will come up with a definition of
poverty, one that also considers the abovementioned dimensions. (d) Give the
definition of poverty as defined by the UN and ask them to interpret it. How is
it different or similar to their own definition?
“Fundamentally, poverty is a denial of choices and opportunities, a violation of
human dignity. It means lack of basic capacity to participate effectively in
society. It means not having enough to feed and cloth[e] a family, not having a
school or clinic to go to, not having the land on which to grow one’s food or a
job to earn one’s living, not having access to credit. It means insecurity,
powerlessness and exclusion of individuals, households and communities. It
means susceptibility to violence, and it often implies living on marginal or
fragile environments, without access to clean water or sanitation.”
—United
Nations,
1998
3. Students work on finding photos and material on the Internet showing
poverty. Explain each of them. Explicate the direct link between human
rights and extreme poverty.
4. Work on handout “tt_poverty_h1”

Module 2

Understanding the cycle of poverty and explicating the link between
human rights and extreme poverty

Key
Concepts

Cycle of poverty, human rights, poverty
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Overview

Poverty often relates to certain geographical areas and also it has historical
roots. For example, in the article “The historical origins of poverty in
developing countries” Bhattacharyya (2017) explains how “Western Europe
benefited from favorable geography… In contrast, Africa continues to suffer
from unfavorable geography and disease” (abstract)
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199914050.00
1.0001/oxfordhb-9780199914050-e-13. In developing countries there are many
people who rely on day labor to feed their children, either getting food in
exchange for work or just enough money to buy food in the local market or
they work for free in lieu of rent. So, “there is no margin for error, no
opportunity to save, no insurance, no potential for advancement. Just survival”
(McConville, 2019, https://www.concernusa.org/story/cycle-of-poverty/). “The
cycle of poverty begins when a child is born into a poor family. These families
often have limited or no resources to create opportunities to advance
themselves, which leaves them stuck in the poverty trap” (Dubay, 2020)
https://www.worldvision.ca/stories/child-sponsorship/what-is-the-cycle-ofpoverty.
The context, content and activities in this module shall help learners map
poverty and various actions taken for its eradication, examine how close it may
be to us or to our families, and explicate the direct link between human rights
and extreme poverty, and how difficult or easy it may be to get out of the cycle
of poverty.

Aim

Learning
Outcomes

Units

The aim in this module is threefold. First, the aim is for learners to map poverty
and various actions taken for its eradication. Second, examine how close it may
be to them or to their families. Third, explicate the direct link between human
rights and extreme poverty, and how difficult or easy it may be to get out of the
cycle of poverty.
At the end of this module trainees will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Map poverty.
Identify people who acted against poverty and say how.
Study their personal / family condition, those of others and facts.
Explain the issue, challenges and breadth of poverty based on facts and
statistics.
5. Examine and explicate the direct link between human rights and extreme
poverty as illustrated in various sources (i.e. short films and
documentaries) relevant to poverty.
Important people who helped eliminate poverty
A story on the cycle of poverty
Documentaries helping us link poverty with other human / social justice issues
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Family history and getting out of poverty (social justice)
Examine and present statistics and facts.
Readings

Adams, M., Blumenfeld, W., Castaneda, C., Hackman, H. W., Peters, M. L., &
Zuniga, X. (Eds.). (2013). Readings for diversity and social justice. (3rd ed.).
New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN-13: 978-0415892940
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199914050.00
1.0001/oxfordhb-9780199914050-e-13
McConville, 2019: https://www.concernusa.org/story/cycle-of-poverty/
Dubay, 2020: https://www.worldvision.ca/stories/child-sponsorship/what-isthe-cycle-of-poverty
HAIR India documentary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XOxXXTRDyA by directors Brunetti and
Leopardi, BBfilm,
The New York Times documentary “Ladies First: Saudi Arabia’s female
candidates” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZ8WPHj6Nhw
Ladies First Documentary on Netflix https://www.lookmallorca.com/ladiesfirst-documentary/ http://ladiesfirstdoc.com/
https://www.netflix.com/cy/title/80219143
UN stats https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2016/goal-01/
https://borgenproject.org/10-ways-to-reduce-poverty-in-the-world/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/11/how-can-countries-reduce-povertyfaster/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/poverty/news/2014/09/17/97287/thetop-10-solutions-to-cut-poverty-and-grow-the-middle-class/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/immersive-story/2018/10/17/going-aboveand-beyond-to-end-poverty-new-ways-of-measuring-poverty-shed-new-lighton-the-challenges-ahead
https://www.worldbank.org/en/who-we-are/news/biggerpicture
https://www.worldbank.org/en/who-we-are/news/campaigns/2017/endpoverty
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/poverty-and-shared-prosperity
http://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/we-need-step-our-efforts-end-poverty-all-itsdimensions

Activity

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/infographic/2018/10/17/infographicpoverty-and-shared-prosperity-2018-piecing-together-the-poverty-puzzle
Overview
An overview of the activities is provided here:
1. Find people who worked to eliminate poverty or who helped the poor, i.e.
Mother Teresa, Nelson Mandela etc., and develop an essay on them, their
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history, biography, photo collage or scrapbook/album about their work and a
short description about what they did.
2. Read the story of the woman in the Readings for diversity and social justice
(Adams et al., 2013, pp. 52-53). Discuss it.
A developer has bought the central-city apartment building where
Sandy, a single mother, has been living with her two children; he plans
to convert it into condominiums. The building is falling apart and
poorly maintained, and she thought the rent was too high anyway, so
she seizes the opportunity to locate a better place. Sandy works as a
sales clerk in a suburban mall, to which she has had to take two buses
from her current residence, for a total of three hours commuting time
each day. So she decides to look for an apartment closer to where she
works, but she still needs to be on a bus line.
She looks in the newspaper and online for apartment rental
advertisements, and she is shocked at the rents for one- and twobedroom apartments. One of the agents and an apartment finding
service listens to her situation and preferences, diligently looks through
rental listings, and goes out of his way to arrange meetings with Sandy.
Sandy learns that there are few rental apartments close to her workplace
— most of the residential property near the mall is single-family houses.
The few apartments nearby are very expensive. Most suburban
apartments in her price range are located on the other side of the city
from her job; there are also some in the city but few that she can afford
which she judges decent and in a neighborhood where she feels her
children will be safe. In either case, the bus transportation to work is
long and arduous, so she decides that she must devote some of the
money she hoped would pay the rent to make car payments. She applied
for a housing subsidy program and is told that the waiting time is about
two years.
Sandy searches for two months, with the eviction deadline looming over
here. Finally she settles for a one-bedroom apartment a forty-fiveminute drive from her job — except when traffic is heavy. The
apartment is smaller than she hoped she would have to settle for; the
two children will sleep together in the bedroom and she will sleep on a
foldout bed in the living room. There are no amenities such as a washer
and dryer in the building or a playground for the children. Sandy sees no
other option but to take the apartment, and then faces one final hurdle:
she needs to deposit three months’ rent to secure the apartment. She has
used all her savings for a down payment on the car, however. So she
cannot rent the apartment, and having learned that this is a typical
landlord policy, she now faces the prospect of homelessness.
This mundane story can be repeated with minor variations for hundreds
of thousands of people in the United States. The median asking rent for
a two-bedroom apartment in 2004 was $974, far out of reach of the 40
percent of renters with incomes less than $20,000. Only one in eighty
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subsidized apartment units is located in an area with strong job growth,
and one-fifth are located in areas whose employment opportunities are
declining.
3. Watch the documentary HAIR India documentary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XOxXXTRDyA by directors Brunetti and
Leopardi, BBfilm, and try to make connections illiteracy – religion –
superstition – education – poverty – exploitation. Watch other videos, too, i.e.
kids working in factories that produce expensive products that the western
world is using...and discuss the connection of the following: wealth distribution
– exploitation – poverty. Watch The New York Times documentary “Ladies
First: Saudi Arabia’s female candidates”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZ8WPHj6Nhw and try to make
connections between the two cases. What kind of injustice is each? Here you
need to figure out that in the first case it is about poor and illiterate people, but
in the second case women may not be poor but still there are human rights that
are not recognized and there dignity is at stake. Thereafter, watch film Ladies
First Documentary on Netflix https://www.lookmallorca.com/ladies-firstdocumentary/ http://ladiesfirstdoc.com/
https://www.netflix.com/cy/title/80219143

Answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What issue does the film raise?
What is the problem with hair/driving?
Why does this happen?
Is it an issue of poverty? Is it an issue of human rights? Are human
rights violated in this film? How?
5. Have you experienced it yourself? Why?
6. What do we / can we do about it?
7. What is our responsibility? Is it our responsibility or others?

4. Dive into your family history to locate people / relatives etc. who were poor
and those who were not. Talk to family members about the conditions of their
living before and now. Compare these conditions. Is it different today than the
past? Is today easier or more difficult for a dissent living and more dignity in
life? Is it up to the person or is it the era conditions and the time-spatial
framework? Together with the teacher work to pick the family members to
interview and give answers, if possible, to the abovementioned questions.
5. Interview a rich person to find out how s/he arrived to this point. Interview a
poor (or “regular”) person who became rich to find out how this happened.
Interview or, in case it is difficult to locate one, read about another person who
faced a number of injustices, but yet managed to become rich. Interview
another person who is still poor and find out why s/he did not manage to
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overcome poverty. Develop the questions with your teacher or develop them by
yourself for each distinct case and ask the feedback of your teacher. Compare
the cases with emphasis on how difficult it was for each to climb to the top
financial-wise. Discuss how the context and the system of how inequality and
injustice works make it for some easier and for others difficult or impossible to
get out of poverty / change their lives economically.
6. Study and present the facts
Students are organized in 3 groups to study and present the facts presented
below, taken from this link https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2016/goal-01/:
Study Group 1 Theme: Poverty was halved over a decade, but one in eight
people around the world still lived in extreme poverty in 2012
The international poverty line is currently defined as 1.90 US dollars per person
per day using 2011 purchasing power parity (PPP). In the decade from 2002 to
2012, the proportion of the global population living below the poverty line
dropped by half, from 26 to 13 per cent. If economic growth rates observed
during those 10 years prevail for the next 15, the global rate for extreme
poverty will likely fall to 4 per cent by 2030, assuming that growth benefits all
income groups equally. Poverty remains widespread in sub-Saharan Africa,
where more than 40 per cent of people lived on less than 1.90 US dollars a day
in 2012.
See Histogram and Table here https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2016/goal-01/

Study Group 2 Theme: Among the working poor, young people most likely to
live in extreme poverty
In 2015, 10 per cent of the world’s workers and their families were living on
less than 1.90 US dollars per person per day, down from 28 per cent in 2000.
Young people aged 15 to 24 are most likely to be among the working poor: 16
per cent of all employed youth were living below the poverty line in 2015,
compared with 9 per cent of working adults. One-third of all workers in subSaharan Africa and more than 18 per cent of workers in Southern Asia were
among the working poor that year.
See Histogram and Table here https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2016/goal-01/

Study Group 3 Theme: About one in five people receive any type of social
protection benefit in low-income countries
One way of further reducing poverty is to improve coverage of social protection
programmes and target benefits to the poor and most vulnerable. Social
protection programmes include social assistance, such as cash transfers, school
feeding and targeted food assistance. Social insurance and labour market
programmes are other forms of social protection, covering old-age and
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disability pensions, maternity benefits, unemployment insurance, skills training
and wage subsidies, among others. Most poor people remain outside social
protection systems, especially in poorer countries: about one in five people
receive any type of benefit in low-income countries compared with two in three
in upper-middle-income countries.
See Histogram and Table here https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2016/goal-01/

7. After you read different sources mainly from the UN website as in exercise
above, but also examining the information provided in the links cited below, (a)
locate on a map the areas with high poverty. Colouring them differently show
where there is high poverty and where low; create an index. (b) Try to find a
pattern of injustice connecting it also maybe with other issues and SDGs we
dealt with. (c) Talk about the breadth and depth of poverty as presented in the
sources you read.
https://borgenproject.org/10-ways-to-reduce-poverty-in-the-world/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/11/how-can-countries-reduce-povertyfaster/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/poverty/news/2014/09/17/97287/thetop-10-solutions-to-cut-poverty-and-grow-the-middle-class/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/immersive-story/2018/10/17/going-aboveand-beyond-to-end-poverty-new-ways-of-measuring-poverty-shed-new-lighton-the-challenges-ahead
https://www.worldbank.org/en/who-we-are/news/biggerpicture
https://www.worldbank.org/en/who-we-are/news/campaigns/2017/endpoverty
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/poverty-and-shared-prosperity
http://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/we-need-step-our-efforts-end-poverty-all-itsdimensions
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/infographic/2018/10/17/infographicpoverty-and-shared-prosperity-2018-piecing-together-the-poverty-puzzle

Module 3

Looking at what others have done in regards to action

Key
Concepts

context, voices, next steps

Overview

It is not enough to just understand, recognize and define something, an injustice,
and more specifically poverty. It is not enough to name something, but we also
have to do something about it, that is, to take action, be part of, and bring change.
In a matter of fact, handbooks on social justice do exactly these: sensitize and
empower and enable people to act. One such example is the book Readings for
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Diversity and Social Justice (Adams et al., 2013). Herein are three areas, namely
context, voices, and next steps, under which each separate topic section is
organized. Getting the historical background and overviews of relevant issues is
always important: this is the context. Also, of equal importance is to hear the
people themselves attesting to the everyday experience: people’s personal voices.
And finally it is of great importance to also read about the extraordinary efforts
individuals and groups of people have made, and continue to make, to challenge
privilege and disadvantage in order to create social change: that is, think about
the next steps. The next steps are pathways for empowerment, action, and change
(at individual, institutional, and systemic levels). Action is of great importance
and this is described and is going to be taken up in the next module.
The context, content and activities in this module are about learners reading some
context, people’s voices and also efforts for action of both individuals and
groups.
Aim

The aim of this module is for learners to read some context, people’s voices and
also efforts for action of both individuals and groups, and discuss them and
consider finding opportunities for action.

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

Units

1. Consider and discuss efforts for change undertaken by others.
2. Consider various methods that can be used (including collecting peoples
voices) and opportunities that exist to bring about change.
Efforts for change
Reform efforts and teaching
Oral history as a means to uncover voices and bring change

Readings

Adams, M., Blumenfeld, C. C., Hackman, H. W., Peters, M. I., & Zúñiga, X.
(2013). Readings for diversity and social justice (3rd ed.). New York, NY:
Routledge.
Ayers & Ayers (2014), Teaching the taboo
Studs Terkel, Working

Activity

Overview
An overview of the activities is provided here:
In the book by Adams et al. (2013) they will read about efforts for change, in
book by Ayers & Ayers (2014), Teaching the taboo, they will read alternatives
to reform efforts, in oral history works (i.e. Studs Terkel, Working) they will read
voiced experiences of people which will help think about how we can learn from
people’s experiences and step into the other person’s shoes.

Module 4

Pathways of hope
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Key
Concepts

Pathways of hope, empowerment, action, change, liberation, courage, struggle,
activism

Overview

The many opportunities for change studied in the previous module (Module 3)
will lead us to thinking about working for social justice. The idea here is to
promote hope about the prospects of social change and find ways to express this
hope through individual and everyday actions, community, grassroots, national
coalitions and organizations, realizing that these are all smaller or larger steps
toward positive social change, and that either small or large, these steps are
important. We need to keep thinking that it is critical that educators not only
present information about systemic inequities, disadvantage and oppression, but
also present pathways of hope by acknowledging the role of both social
movements and the many contemporary opportunities to participate in social
change. Here, we will also start thinking about designing our own plan for action,
a program especially about poverty, which will be implemented and evaluated in
Module 5.
In this module participants will read and consider pathways of hope. The context,
content and activities in this module shall help learners read and think about
pathways for empowerment, action, and change at individual, institutional, and
systemic levels. Further, they shall help learners start thinking about a plan for
action, which they will develop in Module 5.

Aim

Learning
Outcomes

Units

The aim of this module is to read about and consider pathways of hope, that is,
pathways for empowerment, action, and change at individual, institutional, and
systemic levels, and start thinking about a plan for action.
At the end of this module trainees will be able to:
1. Illustrate and convey their hope.
2. Talk about opportunities for change.
3. Examine actions taken at various levels (individual, institutional,
systemic) as agents for change.
Liberation
Courage
Struggle
Activism

Readings

Adams, M., Blumenfeld, C. C., Hackman, H. W., Peters, M. I., & Zúñiga, X.
(2013). Readings for diversity and social justice (3rd ed.). New York, NY:
Routledge.

Activity

Overview
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An overview of the activities is provided here:
Do the selected readings in the corresponding section in the book by Adams et
al. (2013) and then discuss based on particular questions that the instructor and
the participants will pose, presentation of key concepts by both the instructor and
the participants, and free discussion.
Planning, implementing and evaluating the action

Module 5
Key
Concepts

Plan, action, change, implementation, evaluation

Overview

The context, content and activities in this module shall help learners develop a
plan for action beginning from raising awareness to changing personal habits and
others’ mindsets, i.e. in our family, neighborhood or community, implement it
and evaluate it.
•

Aim

The aim of this module it to plan and implement and evaluate (against the initial
goals) an action.

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

Units

Locate

3.
4.
5.
6.

Locate an issue or area that has to do with poverty, and address it.
Develop an action plan to tackle the particular issue addressed above.
Implement your action plan.
Evaluate the action plan, based on particular criteria that they have
identified.

Develop
Implement
Evaluate
Readings

Adams, M., Blumenfeld, C. C., Hackman, H. W., Peters, M. I., & Zúñiga, X.
(2013). Readings for diversity and social justice (3rd ed.). New York, NY:
Routledge.

Activity

Overview
An overview of the activities is provided here:
The steps that follow shall enable learners to write a plan for action to eliminate
poverty, implement and evaluate it based on the initial goals.
Step 1:
Locate an issue or area that has to do with lack of food or hunger or
malnutrition, that is, a dimension of food and huger, and address it.
•

What is the problem?
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•
•

Who does it affect? Is it in your family only, in your community,
country, worldwide?
How can it be tackled and is it worth trying to eliminate / tackle?

Step 2:
Develop an action plan to tackle the particular issue addressed above.
• What is your mission, goal and scope?
• Who will be included / excluded and why?
• What it will take / what kind of effort to eliminate / tackle?
• Who can help? How will you find sources and money?
• How can you make it known to the public and stakeholders?
• Include reflection on the above activity and implementation, in-action
(while doing it) and on-action (after its completion).
• Include a section about how this can become sustainable (i.e. the effect
to last after its completion).
Step 3:
Act (implement your) as per the action plan.
Assess the plan and the implementation: Did it work? Why or why not? What
you should change (mentality of people involved, way of approaching, bias,
ways of thinking of those not involved, other?)?

Training Session and Materials on SDG15 LIFE ON
LAND
[Developed by C. Kadji-Beltran (FU)]

SESSION
TITLE

SDG15 LIFE ON LAND – INTERDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION IN
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

Module 1
Title

THE CONCEPT OF BIODIVERSITY

Key
Concepts

Biodiversity, genetic diversity, species diversity, eco-systems diversity,
landscape diversity, endangered species, biodiversity depletion, importance of
biodiversity for humans and any other life form on the planet, threats to
biodiversity
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Overview

Aim
Learning
Outcomes

Module 1 analyses the concept of biodiversity and other related concepts and
explores the importance of biodiversity for all life forms on the planet.
Biodiversity threats are addressed in a systemic way, highlighting the
connections and interrelations between biodiversity issues and other SD issues.
To understand the concept of biodiversity with respect to all its levels and the
factors that lead to its depletion.
At the end of this module trainees will be able to:
-

Units

Explain the concept of biodiversity and all four levels of biodiversity
Discuss the value of biodiversity for human and non-human life
Acknowledge biodiversity as part of our cultural, spiritual and economic
heritage.
Identify and discuss possible threats to biodiversity in general and local
biodiversity in particular
Explore links and systemic interconnections between benefits arising
from biodiversity, the threats it is facing, and other SD issues.
Reflect on their actions as individuals and consider how these can benefit
or threaten biodiversity
Propose ways and habits in their daily lives as individuals which help
protect biodiversity.

Unit 1. The concept and levels of biodiversity
Unit 2. The value of biodiversity (ecological, economic, cultural, aesthetic, spiritual,
etc.)
Unit 3. Biodiversity and other SD issues
Unit 4. What can I do

Materials/p Discussion Forum
pt
Webinar with narrated ppt, video-clips embedded and synchronous
presentatio
communication (discussion)
ns
Readings
Development of a concept map.
Wiki
Readings

Department of Environmental Affairs. Republic of South Africa. (2015) South
Africa’s 2 nd National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan 2015 – 2025.
Available at: http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/saf163700.pdf
Rawat U.S. and Agarwal N.K. (2015) Biodiversity: Concept, threats and
conservation. Environment Conservation Journal 16(3) 19-28, 2015 ISSN 09723099.
Pp.
2278-5124
Available
at:
https://www.academia.edu/22120999/Biodiversity_Concept_threats_and_conse
rvation
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Republic of South Africa (2014). South Africa’s 5th National Report to the
Convention
on
Biological
Diversity.
Available
at:
https://www.cbd.int/doc/world/za/za-nr-05-en.pdf
UNEP-WCMC (2016) The State of Biodiversity in Africa: A mid-term review of
progress towards the Aichi Biodiversity Targets. UNEP-WCMC, Cambridge,
UK. Available at: https://wedocs.unep.org/rest/bitstreams/32269/retrieve
World Association of Zoos and Aquariums (2009). Biodiversity is Life. WAZA.
Bern, Switzerland. Available at: https://www.cbd.int/iyb/doc/partners/iyb-wazamanual-en.pdf
Youth and United Nations Global Alliance (YUNGA) (2013). The youth guide
to biodiversity. Learning and Action Series. FAO.
Available at:
http://www.fao.org/3/i3157e/i3157e00.htm

Activity

Overview
MODULE 1 INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY. Introduction to the training
session.
Creation of a Discussion Forum where learners can introduce themselves and
express their ideas about biodiversity and its value:
-

-

Briefly describe yourself: (name, institution, academic background, one
short personal information e.g. your hobby or favorite film, or favorite
pass-time)
How important is biodiversity to you? Why?

Unit 1. The concept and levels of biodiversity and Unit 2. The value of
biodiversity (ecological, economic, cultural, aesthetic, spiritual, etc.)
Webinar
Webinar includes a narrated power point presentation (30’) with some
simultaneous communication slots, concerning the following points:
-

-

What is biodiversity. What is the value of biodiversity. Why are
terrestrial ecosystems important (with respect to all 4 pillars of SD:
Environment, Society, Economy, Culture)?
How is biodiversity connected to other SDGs?
What are the threats on biodiversity and how can these be addressed?
Learning about Local biodiversity (Value, threats, conservation
perspectives, connection to culture).
Biodiversity and the public – who is responsible for the protection of
biodiversity? How can we help?

Additional information:
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FAO Policy Series: Ecosystem Services and Biodiversity (Video)
https://youtu.be/nMfRRkUhNOY

For the following units’ activities learners are asked to study the proposed
readings.

Unit 3. Biodiversity and other SD issues
Explore the following resources:
How
does
climate
change
https://youtu.be/XFmovUAWQUQ

affect

biodiversity?

(Video)

Biodiversity Loss. A documentary (Video) https://youtu.be/WKld7o6CISg
David Attenborough on Overpopulation (Video) https://youtu.be/NiBzbY-Gz0o

Module 1_Unit 3: Assessment Activity 1 - Concept Mapping
Develop a concept map in order to illustrate the connections between biodiversity
issues and other SD issues using e.g. mindmeisters, mindmup, etc. Include a
paragraph explaining the concepts included in your map and their connections.
Upload the concept map assignment in the indicated space on the platform.
Some brief information on how to develop a concept map is given in the site:
https://creately.com/blog/diagrams/ultimate-concept-map-tutorial/.
Additional information on concept mapping as an educational strategy is
provided in the attached pdf documents:
-

-

-

-

Schwendimann, B. (2014). Concept mapping. In R. Gunstone (Ed.),
Encyclopedia
of
science
education
(https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-94-0072150-0_409)
Novac D., (n.d.) The Theory Underlying Concept Maps and How To
Construct
Them.
Cornell
University
(https://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUSE/projects/ireport/articles/concept_m
aps/The%20Theory%20Underlying%20Concept%20Maps.pdf)
Novak, J. D. (1998). Learning, creating, and using knowledge: Concept
maps as facilitative tools in schools and corporations. Mahwah, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc. (article attached)
Novac J.D. (2010). Learning, Creating, and Using Knowledge: Concept
maps as facilitative tools in schools and corporations. Journal of eLearning and Knowledge Society Vol. 6, n. 3, (pp. 21 - 30).
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http://rodallrich.com/advphysiology/ausubel.pdf
[Concept map assessment criteria:
(a) Complexity level of concept map (concepts and connections) (50%)
(b) Rationale of the concept map (concepts included and connections
justification) (50%)]
Upload your concept map and its rationale here.

Unit 4. What can I do
Module 1_Unit 4: Assessment Activity 2: Wiki. I
Identify and present a local biodiversity issue of your concern (300-500 words).
Discuss 1-2 ways in which this issue could be addressed by you as an individual
(citizen). Also discuss how another biodiversity issue proposed by one of your
colleagues could be addressed by you as an individual (citizen).
[WIKI I assessment criteria:
(a) Comprehensive presentation of the biodiversity issue (50%)
(b) Suggested action for addressing the issue proposed by the trainee as an
individual citizen (25%)
Suggested action for addressing a biodiversity issue proposed by a colleague by
the trainee as an individual citizen (25%)]

Module 2

Biodiversity Education

Key
Concepts

Biodiversity education, goals and objectives, non-formal education, multiple
approaches.

Overview

Biodiversity education is needed in order to help raise awareness and encourage
people to act in ways that protect biodiversity as biodiversity is a priority SD
issue. Although being a great and important part of biology curricula,
biodiversity needs to be addressed in an interdisciplinary way across many topics
and subject areas so as to acquire a holistic understanding of the issue, its threats
and the importance of protecting it.
A multiple-perspective approach highlights the systemic - dynamic parts-towhole relationship, which constitutes complex systems such as the Earth's
biodiversity and enable their holistic viewing through an environmental,
socioeconomic and cultural lens.
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The study of biodiversity can also find its way in education through
extracurricular opportunities offered by non-formal education settings (in natural
history museums, zoos, aquaria, botanical gardens, parks, etc.) that help
educators and learners appreciate the intrinsic value of biodiversity, become
aware of its importance for people and ecosystems, and acknowledge the threats
it faces, allowing them thus, to make choices and take actions to improve the
status of biodiversity.

Aim

Understand the need for targeted Biodiversity Education, and be able to create
learning opportunities about Biodiversity issues within undergraduate university
courses.
At the end of Module 2, trainees will be able to:

Learning
Outcomes

-

Appreciate the need for Biodiversity Education, as a targeted form of
education within the framework of ESD.
Critically approach issues of quality and effectiveness in Biodiversity
Education
Be able to create and deliver effective and relevant learning experiences for
their students.

-

Units

Materials/p
pt
presentatio
ns

Unit 1. Biodiversity Education – Aims and objectives
Unit 2. Biodiversity Education – Multiple Approaches
Unit 3. Good Biodiversity Education!
-

Discussion Forum

-

Power point presentation with notes on biodiversity education (based on:
McLeish E. (Ed) (1997) Educating for Life. Guidelines for Biodiversity
Education, CEE – Council for Environmental Education, UK)
Reading (UNESCO – education sector (2014) Education for Sustainable

-

Development in Action. Learning and Training Tools N.6: Learning about
Biodiversity – Multiple Perspective Approaches. UNESCO).
Readings

Discussion forum
•
•

•

Gayford C. (2000) Biodiversity Education: a teacher’s Perspective
Environmental Education Research, 6 (4)
Lindemann Matthies P., Constantinou C., Lehnert H.J., Nagel U.,
Raper G., Kadji-Beltran C., (2011). Confidence and perceived
competence of preservice teachers to implement biodiversity education
in primary schools – four comparative case studies from Europe.
International Journal of Science Education. 33 (16), pp 2247-2273.
McLeish E. (Ed) (1997) Educating for Life. Guidelines for Biodiversity
Education, CEE – Council for Environmental Education, UK
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•

Activity

Navarro-Perez M. and Tidball K. (2012) Challenges of Biodiversity
Education. International Electronic Journal of Environmental Education.
2(1) 13-30.
• UNESCO – education sector (2014) Education for Sustainable
Development in Action. Learning and Training Tools N.6: Learning
about Biodiversity – Multiple Perspective Approaches. UNESCO.
• Youth and United Nations Global Alliance (YUNGA) (2013). Chapter
11. Biodiversity and people. We have a role to play: mirroring the
diversity of natural systems in decision-making processes. IN The youth
guide to biodiversity. Learning and Action Series. FAO. Available at:
http://www.fao.org/3/i3157e/i3157e11.pdf
Overview
MODULE 2 INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY: Discussion Forum (activity
not assessed)
Form groups of 5-6 people and answer / provide your opinion on the
following:
o What do you understand with ‘biodiversity education’
o Is there a need for ‘biodiversity education’?
o Is biodiversity education different to ESD?
o What do you think biodiversity education seeks to achieve?
Module 2. Unit 1. Biodiversity Education – Aims and objectives
Study the following power point presentation with notes.
• Power point presentation with notes on biodiversity education (based
on: McLeish E. (Ed) (1997) Educating for Life. Guidelines for
Biodiversity Education, CEE – Council for Environmental Education,
UK)
• The reading used for the presentation (McLeish E. (Ed) (1997)
Educating for Life. Guidelines for Biodiversity Education, CEE –
Council for Environmental Education, UK) is also attached here.
• Other resources included in the presentation:
Learning to protect biodiversity https://youtu.be/kHhspf5IfdE
Module 2. Unit1. Self-Evaluation Activity. Short Essay (300 - 500 words
max):
Are there any biodiversity education goals that could be addressed in your
classes? (give a short explanation)
Upload your Essay here.
Module 2. Unit 2. Biodiversity Education – Multiple Approaches
Study the following source:
• UNESCO – education sector (2014) Education for Sustainable
Development in Action. Learning and Training Tools N.6: Learning
about Biodiversity – Multiple Perspective Approaches. UNESCO.
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Module 2. Unit 2. Assessment Activity. WIKI II
Discuss how the issue you presented in WIKI I could be addressed by / connected
to one of your undergraduate courses through the multiple perspective approach.
(The issue can be viewed through its ecological – environmental perspective,
economic, cultural, social, legislative…). State the overall objective, 2-3 learning
outcomes and briefly describe matching activities for the learning outcomes
(brief description – outline).
Discuss how one of the issues proposed by your colleagues could also be
addressed by / connected to one of your undergraduate courses (Explain
connections with one of your courses and formulate 1-2 learning outcomes that
could be addressed by this course).
[WIKI II assessment criteria:
(a) Identification and discussion of connections between biodiversity issue
and the context of a proposed course delivered by the trainee (50%)
(b) Learning outcomes statements (15%)
(c) Proposed activities (25%)
(d) Learning outcomes statements on colleague’s proposed biodiversity
issue (10%)
(e) An additional 10% is given to WIKI III activity for good biodiversity
education practices (10%)]
Unit 3. Good Biodiversity Education!!!
Study the article by Gayford C. (2000) Biodiversity Education: a teacher’s
Perspective Environmental Education Research, 6 (4).
Module 2. Unit 3. Assessment Activity. WIKI III
Go through the Module 2, Unit 2 Wiki II activity posts and write under your
post and the posts of two other colleagues, 1-2 characteristics that you identify,
that constitute the proposed educational interventions “good biodiversity
education practices”.
[for assessment criteria and weight see point e in WIKI II activity]

Module 3

Addressing biodiversity issues through local engagement

Key
Concepts

Community
education,
community
conservation, wildlife crime

Overview

No biodiversity conservation and protection action plan can be successfully
implemented if it does not involve the immediate actors involved and concerned
with its conservation. Local communities are the principal users of local
ecosystems and therefor they are the ones with the power to protect or deplete

involvement,

community-based
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local nature. They need to be informed, appreciate and become aware of the value
of the local biodiversity and the benefits they can obtain by its protection and
conservation. Raising their awareness and sensitization and engaging them
throughout all stages of the development and enacting of a local biodiversity
action plan can develop ownership and shared responsibility. Local community
becomes the forefront protection force of local ecosystems and guarantees their
sustainable use.
Aim

Learning
Outcomes

Understand the important role of local communities in protecting or depleting
local biodiversity and how education and engagement can encourage and
motivate protection over destruction.
At the end of module 3 trainees will be able to:
1. Appreciate the role of local communities in achieving biodiversity protection
2. Critically discuss ways of educating local communities in order to empower
and encourage them to act for the protection of local biodiversity (non-formal
forms of education, and participation and engagement as education)
3. Design and propose educational interventions to support local action for the
protection of biodiversity through university engagement.

Units

Materials/p
pt
presentatio
ns

Unit 1. Local Biodiversity Action Plans and the role of the local communities
Unit 2. Community Education for local biodiversity
Unit 3. The role of university in supporting LBAPs through local community
education and empowerment.
-

Readings

Study of resources on Local Biodiversity Action Plans and the importance
of engaging local communities
Narrated power point presentation on Local Biodiversity Action Plans and
the role of local communities.
Youtube Video
Study of given multimedia resource: Jansson Eva-Lotta (2018) Wildlife
protection funding moves toward community-based approaches.
https://www.devex.com/news/wildlife-protection-funding-moves-towardcommunity-based-approaches-88863

Brown J. and Hay-Edie T. (2014). Engaging Local Communities in Stewardship
of World Heritage. A methodology based on the COMPACT experience.
UNESCO. Available at: http://whc.unesco.org/en/series/
Council for Environmental Education (2000). Guidance for Local Biodiversity
Action Plans. Education – Awareness to Action. (document attached)
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Nuria Sanz, (Editor) (2012) Human origin sites and the World Heritage
Convention in Africa. UNESCO. Available at: http://whc.unesco.org/en/series/

Other multimedia resources:
Jansson Eva-Lotta (2018) Wildlife protection funding moves toward communitybased approaches. https://www.devex.com/news/wildlife-protection-fundingmoves-toward-community-based-approaches-88863
Activity

Overview
Module 3. Unit 1. Local Biodiversity Action Plans and the role of the local
communities
Study the following resources:
(a) the narrated power point presentation on Local Biodiversity Action Plans
and the role of the local communities
(b) the CEE (2000) resource on Local Biodiversity Action Plans and
Education and
(c) the Brown J. and Hay-Edie T. (2014) paper Engaging Local Communities
in Stewardship of World Heritage. A methodology based on the
COMPACT experience.
Module 3. Unit 2. Community Education for local biodiversity
Module 3. Unit 2. Assessment Activity. Presentation and discussion of Case
Studies Part I:
The importance of educating and engaging local communities in Biodiversity
Conservation Actions: The Case study of ….. (the case study your group
identified)
Instructions: Work in groups of 4-5. Identify and present a local example where
local community participated in the development and / or delivery of a local
biodiversity (or local cultural heritage) protection / conservation action plan.
Describe how local community was engaged in the process. Discuss why raising
awareness and educating local community on local biodiversity (or heritage) and
engaging them in any conservation strategies is important for the successful
implementation of any Protection Action Plan. (Your Case study should be
presented in the form of power point presentation with notes)
All presentations will be made available to all participants as they will be used
for the Discussion Forum Activity of module 3 unit 3.
[Assessment Criteria:
(a) Clarity in description and presentation of local example (40%)
(b) Clarity in description of how the local community was involved (20%)
(c) Discussion on the importance of education and raising awareness on
biodiversity issues of the local community (20%)
(d) See discussion forum activity – Module 3, Unit 3 (20%)]
Upload your group’s presentation here.
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Module 3. Unit 3. The role of university in supporting LBAPs through local
community education and empowerment.
Module 3. Unit 3. Assessment Activity.
Discussion Forum
Study the case studies presented in module 3 unit 2 by the rest of the groups and
give your overall ideas on the role of universities in supporting and / or providing
biodiversity education to local communities. Provide 2-3 specific suggestions for
your university’s role (what your university can do) to support the case study you
presented.
[For evaluation criteria and weight, see point (d) from module 3 unit 2 activity 20%]:

Module 4

Teaching Strategies to enhance biodiversity education

Key
Concepts

Biodiversity Education, Teaching strategies, Debate, Role-play, moral
dilemmas, field study.

Overview

As with any SD issue, addressing biodiversity issues requires pedagogy that
triggers critical thinking, reflection, values, engagement, problem solving and
action. Module 4 is dedicated in learning how to integrate these ESD strategies
of experiential participative learning in our teaching.

Aim

Participants will become familiar and be able to employ participative experiential
ESD learning strategies to teach about biodiversity issues and raise students’
awareness.

Learning
Outcomes

Units

1. Appreciate the value of ‘debate’ as a learning strategy and be able to
develop educational interventions that employ debate to introduce
biodiversity issues in their classes.
2. Appreciate the value of ‘role - play’ as a learning strategy and be able to
develop educational interventions that employ debate to introduce
biodiversity issues in their classes.
3. Appreciate the value of ‘moral dilemmas’ as a learning strategy and be
able to develop educational interventions that employ debate to introduce
biodiversity issues in their classes.
4. Appreciate the value of ‘field study’ as a learning strategy and be able to
develop educational interventions that employ debate to introduce
biodiversity issues in their classes.
Module 4. Unit 1. Debate
Module 4. Unit 2. Role-Play
Module 4. Unit 3. Moral Dilemma
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Module 4. Unit 4. Field study
Module 4. Unit 5. On-line Debate Activity (simultaneous communication).
Readings

•

Chen J.C. and Martin A.R (2014) Role play simulations as a transformative
methodology in Environmental Education. Journal of Transformative
Education.

Volume:

13(1),

85-102.

Sage.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1541344614560196
•

De Conti M. (2013) Debate as an Educational Tool: Is polarization a debate
side effect? 275-300 in Gabrijela K išiček and Igor Ž. Žagar (eds.) what do
we know about the world? Rhetorical and Argumentative Perspective.
Educational Research Institute's Digital Library and Windsor Studies in
Argumentation Ljubliana. Available at:
https://www.academia.edu/download/32149280/DK_CC_2.5_Dissertatione
s_25_What_Do_We_Know.pdf#page=275

Activity

Overview
Module 4. Unit 1. Debate
Study the following suggested sources. Further explore additional sources and
share them with your peers here:
•

De Conti M. (2013) Debate as an Educational Tool: Is polarization a debate
side effect? Pp. 275-300 in Gabrijela K išiček and Igor Ž. Žagar (eds.). What
do we know about the world? Rhetorical and Argumentative Perspective.
Educational Research Institute's Digital Library and Windsor Studies in
Argumentation Ljubliana. Available at:
https://www.academia.edu/download/32149280/DK_CC_2.5_Dissertatione
s_25_What_Do_We_Know.pdf#page=275

Module 4. Unit 1. Small self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
What is debate as an educational strategy?
How is it implemented (stages to be followed) – bullet points.
How do students benefit by it (provide 2 arguments).
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Module 4. Unit 2. Role-Play
Study the following suggested sources. Further explore additional sources and
share them with your peers here:
•

Chen J.C. and Martin A.R (2014) Role play simulations as a transformative
methodology in Environmental Education. Journal of Transformative
Education.

Volume:

13(1),

85-102.

Sage.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1541344614560196

Module 4. Unit 2. Small Self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
What is role play as an educational strategy?
How is it implemented (stages to be followed) – bullet points.
How do students benefit by it (provide 2 arguments).

Module 4. Unit 3. Moral Dilemma
Study the following suggested sources. Further explore additional sources and
share them with your peers here:
•

McPartland M., (2001). Theory into Practice. Moral Dilemma. Geographical
Association. Sheffield UK.

•

Stages of moral development:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bounwXLkme4

•

Michael Sandel. Harvard University Lectures series - Justice: What’s the
right thing to do. Episode 1. The moral side of Murder.
https://youtu.be/kBdfcR-8hEY

Module 4. Unit 3. Small self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
What is moral dilemma as an educational strategy?
How is it implemented (stages to be followed) – bullet points.
How do students benefit by it (provide 2 arguments).
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Module 4. Unit 4. Field study
Study the following suggested sources. Further explore additional sources and
share them with your peers here:
Barratt, E. H., Robert, B. and William, S. A. H. (2007). ‘Engaging children:
research issues around participation and environmental learning’. Environmental
Education Research, 13 (4), 529-544
Garrison, C.I. (1968). Outdoor Education-Principles and Practice. Springfield,
Illinois: Charles E. Thomas Publishers.
Kola-Olusanya, A., (2005). ‘Free-choice environmental education:
Understanding where children learn outside of school’. Environmental
Education Research. 11(3), 297-307.
Quay J. and Seaman J. (2013). John Dewey and Education outdoors. Making
Sense of the Educational Situation through more than a Century of Progressive
Reforms.
Sense
Publishers,
Roterdam,
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/204707141.pdf

Module 4. Unit 4. Small Self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
Describe field study as an educational strategy?
How do students benefit by it (provide 2 arguments).

Module 4. Unit 5. On-line Debate Activity (simultaneous communication).
The debate activity is a simultaneous communication activity that will take place
on XX/XX/XXXX, XX:XX. In order to connect to the activity follow the zoom
link XXXXXXX
Prior to the activity you have to carefully study the attached handout that presents
the debate issue and provides information sources that support both options. You
can access the debate handout here.
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TRAINING SESSION ON SDG15 LIFE
ON LAND – INTERDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION IN UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION.
How was the training session for you? Please use the attached form to evaluate
and provide feedback on the session. Access the evaluation form here.

OVERLOOK OF ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
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ACTIVITY
WEIGHT
Module 1_Unit 3: Assessment Activity 1 - Concept Mapping
10%
Develop a concept map in order to illustrate the connections
between biodiversity issues and other SD issues using e.g.
mindmeisters, mindmup, etc. Include a paragraph explaining the
concepts included in your map and their connections. Upload the
concept map assignment in the indicated space on the platform.
Module 1_Unit 4: Assessment Activity 2: Wiki. I
10%
Identify and present a local biodiversity issue of your concern (300500 words).
Discuss 1-2 ways in which this issue could be addressed by you as
an individual (citizen). Also discuss how another biodiversity issue
proposed by one of your colleagues could be addressed by you as
an individual (citizen).
MODULE 2 INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY: Discussion Self-evaluation
Forum (activity not assessed)
Form groups of 5-6 people and answer / provide your
opinion on the following:
o What do you understand with ‘biodiversity education’
o Is there a need for ‘biodiversity education’?
o Is biodiversity education different to ESD?
o What do you think biodiversity education seeks to
achieve?
Module 2. Unit1. Self-Evaluation. Short Essay (300 - 500 words Self-evaluation
max):
Are there any biodiversity education goals that could be addressed
in your classes? (give a short explanation)
Module 2. Unit 2. Assessment Activity. WIKI II

30%

Discuss how the issue you presented in WIKI I could be addressed
by / connected to one of your undergraduate courses through the
multiple perspective approach. (The issue can be viewed through
its ecological – environmental perspective, economic, cultural,
social, legislative…). State the overall objective, 2-3 learning
outcomes and briefly describe matching activities for the learning
outcomes (brief description – outline).
Discuss how one of the issues proposed by your colleagues could
also be addressed by / connected to one of your undergraduate
courses (Explain connections with one of your courses and
formulate 1-2 learning outcomes that could be addressed by this
course).
Module 2. Unit 3. Assessment Activity. WIKI III

10%
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Go through the Module 2, Unit 2 Wiki II activity posts and write
under your post and the posts of two other colleagues, 1-2
characteristics that you identify, that constitute the proposed
educational interventions “good biodiversity education practices”.
Module 3. Unit 2. Assessment Activity. Presentation and 30%
discussion of Case Studies Part I: The importance of educating
and engaging local communities in Biodiversity Conservation
Actions: The Case study of ….. (the case study your group
identified)
Work in groups of 4-5. Identify and present a local example where
local community participated in the development and / or delivery
of a local biodiversity (or local cultural heritage) protection /
conservation action plan. Describe how local community was
engaged in the process. Discuss why raising awareness and
educating local community on local biodiversity (or heritage) and
engaging them in any conservation strategies is important for the
successful implementation of any Protection Action Plan. (Your
Case study should be presented in the form of power point
presentation with notes)
10%
Module 3. Unit 3. Assessment Activity. Discussion Forum
Discussion Forum – [point (d) from module 3, unit 2 activity 20%]:
Study the case studies presented in module 3 unit 2 by the rest of
the groups and give your overall ideas on the role of universities in
supporting and / or providing biodiversity education to local
communities. Provide 2-3 specific suggestions for your
university’s role (what your university can do) to support the case
study you presented.
Module 4. Unit 1. Small self-evaluation assignment.
Self-evaluation
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
What is debate as an educational strategy?
How is it implemented (stages to be followed) – bullet points.
How do students benefit by it? (provide 2 arguments)
Module 4. Unit 2. Small Self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
What is role play as an educational strategy?
How is it implemented (stages to be followed) – bullet points.
How do students benefit by it? (provide 2 arguments)

Self-evaluation

Module 4. Unit 3. Small self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
What is moral dilemma as an educational strategy?
How is it implemented (stages to be followed) – bullet points.
How do students benefit by it? (provide 2 arguments)

Self-evaluation
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Module 4. Unit 4. Small Self-evaluation assignment.
Produce a summary of no more than 1 page on:
Describe field study as an educational strategy?
How do students benefit by it? (provide 2 arguments)

Self-evaluation

Debate activity

Trophy Hunting: Should We Kill Animals to Save Them? The case of South African
Parks.

Controlled hunting, in restricted areas, can potentially raise funding for the protection
of fragile areas and endangered species and limit wildlife crime. On the other hand,
unnecessary animal killing takes place and, in many cases, rangers cannot ensure that
hunters only kill species they have permission to kill.
What is your opinion. Is trophy hunting upon fees, a means to help fund conservation?
Yes or No?

STEP 1. What is your position:

Trophy hunting fees can help fund conservation.
I agree

I disagree

STEP 2. Study different sources to shape an opinion and construct your arguments
before the group work:
Suggested readings:
Peter A. Lindsey, L. G. Frank, R. Alexander, A. Mathieson and S. S. Romañach
Conservation Biology Vol. 21, No. 3 (Jun., 2007), pp. 880-883
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P.A. Lindsey, P.A. Roulet, S.S. Romañach. (2007) Economic and conservation
significance of the trophy hunting industry in sub-Saharan Africa, Biological
Conservation, 134 (4), Pages 455-469.
Lindsey P.A., Alexander R., Frank L.G., Mathieson A., Romañach S., (2006)
Potential of trophy hunting to create incentives for wildlife conservation in Africa
where alternative wildlife‐based land uses may not be viable. Animal Conservation.
9 (3). Pages 283-291.
Other readings:
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/10/trophy-hunting-killingsaving-animals/
https://www.hud.ac.uk/news/2019/october/trophy-hunting-wildlife-crime-flynnhuddersfield/
https://www.humanesociety.org/all-our-fights/banning-trophy-hunting
Videos:
Hunting advert.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHVyaW7w7yI
CBSN documentaries: Trophy hunting: Killing or conservation?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NdopGBtb0A
Does Hunting Exotic Animals Help Conservation?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwUyqXwobMo
Trophy hunting in Namibia: A conservation success story?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjZExghTqQM
Additionally you can do your own research on the issue and identify sources that
can support your position.

STEP 3. Form groups according to your positions. Organize your arguments as a
group and identify counter-arguments for the opposition.

STEP 4. Agree on debate rules

STEP 5. Debate

STEP 6. Vote for a decision.
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Curriculum and Hypermedia

Aplicable to All SDGs

Course

Developed by: Prof. Vassilios Makrakis, Frederick
University
Module 1
Key
Concepts
Overview

Aim

Curriculum: Different Types and Functions
Curriculum theory and types, technology,
When I ask my students what curriculum means to them, they always indicate
that it means the hidden or written curriculum. However, the word "curriculum"
means more things. Melding theory and the reality of school curriculum is also
another issue often ignored in the educational process. It is therefore essential for
students to develop a fundamental understanding of curriculum theory by
providing the tools necessary for that. Questions to be addressed in this module
include the following: What is the nature and function of curriculum theory?
Why is it important to meld the theory and reality of school curriculum? What
are the major classifications of curriculum theory? How has technology been a
catalyst for curriculum change?
The overriding aim of this module is to turn students able to discourse on
curriculum theories, types and functions and the impact technology can exert on
curriculum change.

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module learners will be able to:

Units

Unit 1.1 Curriculum as a Body of Knowledge/Product

•
•

Identify and discuss the different types and functions of curriculum
Discuss how technology can contribute to curriculum change

Unit 1.2: Curriculum as Process
Unit 1.3: Curriculum as Praxis (practice)
Unit 1.4: Curriculum as Context
Readings
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Fulya Damla Kentli (2009). Comparison of hidden curriculum theories.
European Journal of Educational Studies 1 (2) 83-88.
Grundy, S. (1987) Curriculum: Product or Praxis, Lewes: Falmer
Aristotle (1976) The Nicomachean Ethics ('Ethics'), Harmondsworth: Penguin.
Chapter
3:
Curriculum
Theory.
http://www.sagepub.com/upmdata/6042_Chapter_3_Glatthorn_(Sage)_I_Proof_2.pdf
Watson, D. (2001). Pedagogy before technology: Re-thinking the relationship
between ICT and teaching. Education and Information Technologies 6:4, 251–
266

Activity

Overview
Assignment 1.1: Reflecting Upon Curriculum
1. Which theories and approaches to learning fit with your current attitude
towards and/or method of teaching? (3-4 paragraphs)
2. Which theories and approaches to learning do you disagree with in part or
whole? Describe your reasons.
3. "Role play" – Set up four characters in a short play. Have each of the four
characters represent a different theory/type of curriculum. Ask each character to
convince the other. Through that character's words in this role play, we will come
to know of each of these curriculum types and their functions.
Assignment 1.2: Applying Theory
Which education theory are you most attracted to? Why?
Which theory are you able to apply to your classroom? Why?
What challenges or obstacles do you face in applying the chosen theory in your
classroom?
What kind of help do you need to overcome these obstacles?
What is the Design Studio?
Access and explore the following dynamic Web-based toolkit entitled Design
Studio(http://jiscdesignstudio.pbworks.com/w/page/45526271/technologies%2
0for%20curriculum%20change) which draws together a range of existing and
emerging resources around curriculum design and delivery and the role
technology plays in supporting these processes and practices.

Module 2

Curriculum and a Whole School Approaches to ESD
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Key
Concepts

Holism, whole school approach, ESD

Overview

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) consistently advocates a holistic
and integrated approach to the infusion of ESD in the formal education
system. This module will outline a whole-school approach, to ESD that includes
examples where such an approach has been successfully implemented and
highlights some of the key challenges that must be addressed to make the
widespread adoption of the whole-school approach to ESD a reality. Questions
to be addressed in this module are:

Aim
Learning
Outcomes
Units

A whole-school approach to sustainability addresses the concern that the day-today practices of the school, evident in the non-formal or hidden curricula, ought
to be consistent with the teaching espoused within the classroom. Schools that
employ whole-school approaches practice what they preach and also reinforce
their espoused sustainability values with action. What is a “whole-school”
approach to education for sustainability (EfS)? Is there more than one kind of
whole-school approach? Does your school have a whole-school approach? If yes,
how can you describe it? If not, how could you design a whole-school approach?
How would be implemented?
The overriding aim of this module is to Enhances understandings of the processes
and practices that advance a whole school approach to EfS.
• At the end of this module learners will be able to:
• Identify examples of whole school
• Understand the processes to initiate a whole school approach to EfS
Unit 2.1: Clarifying the concept of “whole school approaches” to EfS.
Unit 2.2: The processes to initiate a whole school approach to EfS.
Unit 2.3: The means to implement a whole-school approach
Unit 2.3: Examples of whole-school approaches to EfS

Readings

Hargreaves, LG (2008) 'The whole-school approach to eduation for sustainable
development: From pilot projects to systemic change' in Policy & Practice: A
Development Education Review, Vol. 6, Spring 2008, pp. 69-74, available:
http://www.developmenteducationreview.com/issue6-perspectives2.
Henderson, K and Tilbury, D. (2004) Whole-School Approaches to
Sustainability:
An International Review of Sustainable School Programs. Report Prepared by
the
Australian Research Institute in Education for Sustainability (ARIES) for
The Department of the Environment and Heritage, Australian Government.
Ferreira, J., Ryan, L. and Tilbury, D. (2006) Whole-School Approaches to
Sustainability: A review of models for professional development in pre-service
teacher education. Canberra: Australian Government Department of the
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Environment and Heritage and the Australian Research Institute in
Education for Sustainability (ARIES).

Whole School Approaches To Education For Sustainable Development Through
School-Focused Professional Development (The SEEPS Project)
Tony Shallcross http://www.ceeindia.org/esf/download/paper51.pdf
Getting started on a whole of school approach to Education for Sustainability
(EfS) http://www.decd.sa.gov.au/efs/pages/default/20754/?reFlag=1
Kay-Barr, S. (2011). Green schools that teach: identifying attributes of wholeschool sustainability. M.A. Thesis. Colorado State
http://www.ibe.colostate.edu/thesis/Barr_Thesis%20Final.pdf

University

Gough, A. (2005). Sustainable Schools: Renovating Educational Processes.
Applied Environmental Education and Communication, 4:339–351 Birney, A.
and Reed, J. (2009) Sustainability and Renewal: Findings from the Leading
Sustainable Schools research project, Nottingham: National College for
Leadership of Schools and Children's Services. Available at:
www.nationalcollege.org.uk/docinfo?id=33296&filename=sustainability-andrenewal-full-report.pdf.
Department for Children, Schools and Families (2010) National Framework for
Sustainable
Schools.
Available
at:
www.rm.com/_RMVirtual/Media/Downloads/National_Framework_Sustainabl
e_Schools_poster.pdf.
D Department for Children, Schools and Families (2010) Planning a Sustainable
School.
Available
at:
www.education.gov.uk/publications/eOrderingDownload/planning_a_sustainab
le_school.pdf.
Government Office for London (2008) Towards Whole School Sustainability:
A view from London schools. London: GOL. Available at:
http://lssf.co.uk/Documents/Towards_Whole_School_Sustai1.pdf .
H
Hicks, D. (2012) A sustainable future: four challenges for geographers,
Teaching Geography, 36 (1): 9-11
Ofsted (2009) Education for sustainable development: Improving schools,
improving lives. Available at: www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/education-forsustainable-development-improving-schools-improving-lives .
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A framework for developing whole-school approaches to EfS.
http://www.tlri.org.nz/sites/default/files/projects/9245_Appendix%20A.pdf

Prain, V. & Hand, B. (2003). Using new technologies for learning: A case study
of a whole school approach. Journal of Research on Technology in Education.
35, 4 pp.441-458.
.

Activity

Overview
Design a plan taking into consideration the rubrick found in the readings. This
framework has been developed by a team of researchers who worked on a project
funded by the Teaching and Learning Research Initiative: Investigating the
Impact of Whole-school Approaches to Education for Sustainability on Student
Learning.

Module 3

Curriculum and Thematic Learning addressing Sustainability Themes

Key
Concepts

Curriculum, thematic instruction, ESD

Overview
As the world becomes more interlinked by human activities our problems
become more complex - and their solutions more difficult to grasp. This has to
be reflected in curricula. Interdisciplinary thematic units are a powerful tool for
guiding learners in “seeing” the connections between the disciplines they study.
Aiding learners in recognizing the patterns that weave facts, ideas,
generalizations together across time and space helps them better understand
themselves and the larger world. ESD-oriented thematic instruction is the
organization of a curriculum around "themes that integrates basic disciplines like
reading, writing, math, and science with the exploration of a broad subject such
as communities, rain forests, river basins, the use of energy, etc. In other words,
thematic instruction organizes activities or lessons around a general idea or
theme meaningful to the learner. Thematic instruction can be a powerful tool for
reintegrating the curriculum and eliminating the isolated, reductionist nature of
teaching that is centered around disciplines rather than experience.
Aim

This module aims at examining the relationship of curriculum with theme-based
learning focussing on sustainability issues.

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module learners will be able to:
•
•

Demonstrate knowledge on the principles and practices for thematic
instruction
Plan a lesson based on thematic instruction
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Units

Unit 3.1: Models of sustainability curriculum integration
Unit 3.2: Choosing a sustainability theme
Unit 3.3: Designing the integrated sustainability curriculum
Unit 3.4: Developing the thematic instruction
Unit 3.5: Assessing the thematic instruction

Readings

Apgar1, J.M., Argumedo, A. & Allen, W. (…). Building Transdisciplinarity for
Managing Complexity: Lessons
from
Indigenous
Practice
http://learningforsustainability.net/pubs/BuildingTransdisciplinarityforManagin
gComplexity.pdf
UNESCO: Teaching and Learning for a Sustainable Future: A Multimedia
Teacher Education Programme.

WWF (2008). Learning for sustainability: from the pupils’ perspective
A report of a three-year longitudinal study of 15 schools from June 2005 to June
2008 http://assets.wwf.org.uk/downloads/wwf_report_final_web.pdf

Kennelly, J. & Taylor, N. (2007). Education for Sustainability for the K-6
Curriculum: A Unit of Work for Pre-Service. Australian Journal of
Environmental Education, vol. 23, 3-12

Scott, W. Sustainability and learning: what role for the
curriculum? Council for Environmental Education in association
with the Centre for Research in Education and the
Environment, University of Bath http://www.bath.ac.uk/cree/resources/scott.pdf

Educating for a sustainable future: A national environmental Education
Statement for Australian Schools Commonwealth of Australia 2005
http://www.environment.gov.au/education/publications/pubs/sustainablefuture.pdf
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Activity

Overview
Assignment 1: Generating Themes
1. Think of 5 possible themes dealing with sustainability
2. Next consider whether these themes are important in your community
3. Look at your list, and choose one. Write 3-4 sentences telling more about
it. Why might it be a useful theme? How does it fit into your community’s
and personal interest?
Find Sample Thematic Units

Using the World Wide Web, locate at least three units (lesson plans) related to
the theme you have chosen. Start your search for lesson plans using both lesson
plans sites and/or writing key words describing your theme. Explain why a
thematic approach is applied in the three chosen lesson plan?

Plan Your Own Thematic Unit

You will develop the unit for a class of your choice. This unit plan will be
described in a paper (maximum 4 pages) comprised of five interlinked sections
(Activation, Teaching/Learning Tasks, Learning Processes, Reflective Feedback
and Cross-curriculum Extensions) that are explained in class.

Module 4

Digital Video Design for Advocacy, Empowerment and Change

Key
Concepts

Video, advocacy, rights and equality , empowerment

Overview

The rapid development of multimedia and hypermedia technologies has provided
new avenues for merging images, sound, movies and animation together with
texts. Digital video production could offer possibilities for advocacy,
empowerment and change. An empowering process is where video itself plays
an emancipating role and advocacy for “lobbying,” “campaigning,” and
“activism”. In this way technology becomes a means to bring about social justice
and environmental protection.

Aim

The overriding aim of this module is first to explore the potentialities of
hypermedia technology through digital participatory video for advocacy,
empowerment and capacity building and second to learn design digital vide-clips
to serve the first aim.
At the end of this module learners will be able to:

Learning
Outcomes

•

Demonstrate knowledge on the concept of participatory video (PV)
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•

Units

Plan, develop and assess a participatory video product addressing ESD
themes

Unit 3.1: Conceptualising PV project idea
Unit 3.2: Developing PV project proposal
Unit 3.3: Doing PV research
Unit 3.4: Writing/revising script/storyboard

Readings

Manual on Movie Maker 2 and other software
Mackay, W. E. Video Techniques for Participatory Design: Observation,
Brainstorming
&
Prototyping.
CHI
2000
Tutorial
http://www.daimi.au.dk/~mackay

Lynagh, M. (2010). Using video in community health advocacy: Critical review
of a participatory workshop with Breastfeeding Patrol, Mandaluyong City,
Manila. Submitted in partial fulfilment of the MA degree in Development and
Emergency Practice Oxford Brookes University

Fab, S. & Kay, S. Using communication media as a tool for campaigning: Air
France In-flight Video Evaluation of the Austria In-flight Video. ECPAT
International
Activity

Overview

Assignment: Good video production begins with good planning and
storyboarding. Go to KidzOnline, select the Guest Login link and register for
this free resource. Then select the Tech Training tab and check out the
Technology Units available. Select the Digital Video Unit and Stream the
following selections: #2 Digital Video: Getting Started and #4 Digital Video:
Storyboard.

Assignment : Using the WWW search for participatory video clips addressing
ESD themes with particular to your own theme chosen.
Assignment :
Prepare a research proposal
Do research
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Storyboarding Exercise
For your object description assignment, you¹ll need to create a storyboard as part
of the planning and development process. As storyboarding practice, this
exercise asks you to take a TV commercial and construct a storyboard for it, the
reverse of the normal storyboarding process.In assessing your Storyboarding
Assignment, consider the rubrick provided.

Module 5

Video Clips Production

Key
Concepts

Production processes, techniques

Overview

Digital Video Production is the filming that brings your video storyboard to life.
The actual filming "on location" is known as production, while the editing
process is known as post-Production. Like, the planning (pre-production)
process, some tasks, such as research for post-production narration or sound, may
take place both in the planning and production phases. Here are just a few of the
issues that must be considered throughout the shot.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where to focus the lens
How the light is striking the subject
Does the iris or white balance need to be set for the light conditions
Will the camera have to be moved during the shot
Is the background appropriate
How to frame the shot
Whether to move the zoom or change the focus during the shot
Is the mike picking up the sound at the right level
Is
there
distracting
background
sound
or

noise

Aim

The overriding aim of this module is to equip students with the capacity to
actualise their storyboards.

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module learners will be able to:

Units

• Shooting video
• Work with others in groups
• Use video equipment
• Logging and capturing footage
Unit 5.1: Filming
Unit 5.2: Logging and capturing footage

Readings
Windows Movie Maker free online video tutorials from Atomic Learning are
available at http://www.atomiclearning.com/moviemaker2. These tutorials are
very helpful in learning the various features of Movie Maker. (You will need the
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QuickTime video player to view the Atomic Learning tutorials. If needed, click
on QuickTime to download the latest version.)

Activity

Overview
Start the production process

Module 6

Video-clip Post-Production

Key
Concepts

Editing, narrating, exporting

Overview

Once the footage has been captured, it needs to be put together in a meaningful
way based on the story and storyboards. This process is called editing. Clips may
need to be trimmed to make them shorter, and in some cases a shot may need to
be redone because of lack of media or bad lighting etc. Students can creatively
determine which shots best tell the story. Sometimes a simple change in camera
angles makes one shot better than another. During editing, students also may add
a soundtrack or narration. This may require hooking up a microphone so the
"voice talent" can narrate based on the footage being used for the project.
Students can experiment with transitions between clips, as well. Remember it is
really easy to overuse transitions. In most cases, simple cuts work well to tell a
story. Titles, Text, Credits - Although this may be part of the editing step, this
can also be done during post-production as well. Make sure every project
participant is in the credits since it may eventually appear in the student's
portfolio. Any other graphics or enhancements can also be added at this time.
Print to tape/export for web - Once the project is complete, it's ready to be
printed back to tape via Firewire or to be exported as a movie for use on the web
or CD.

Aim

The overriding aim of this module is to learn the processes for editing and
finalising the video clip assigned

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module learners will be able to:

Units

Unit 6.3: Editing

•

Apply all techniques for editing and exporting the video clip assigned

Unit 6.4: Titles, Text, Credits
Unit 6.5: Print to tape/export for web

Readings

A compilation of hands-out

Activity

Overview
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Implementing the production
Module 7

Integrating the video clip into the thematic unit

Key
Concepts

Lesson planning, thematic integration

Overview

Planning, developing and producing a video clip dealing with a sustainable
development issue should be seen in the context of teaching and learning process.
Accordingly, the video clip should be integrated into a lesson plan.

Aim

The overriding aim of this module is to help students integrate the video clip into
the curriculum

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module learners will be able to:

Units

Unit 6.1: Integrating the video clip into the curriculum

•
•

Demonstrate knowledge on lesson planning
Applying knowledge and techniques for integrating learning objects such
as a video clip into lesson planning

Unit 6.2: Uploading video clip

Readings

Ourmedia.org Publish & store your creations- video, audio, text or graphics.

Activity

Google Video: Upload or download, digital videos of any size or length.
Overview
You Tube: Upload almost any video format, watch streaming video and share
your video creations with anyone. Converting You Tube files for use in Movie
Maker. Native format not supported in Movie Maker.
TeacherTube: Video and social networking site offers 11 customized channels
for teachers to upload and share videos of best practices, tutorials and student
projects in a content-controlled environment.
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Environment, social ethics and borders
Developed by: Prof.Dr. Pella Kalogiannakis and Prof.Dr.
Antonios Hourdakis (University of Crete)
Module 1

Accessibility to natural and cultural resources

Outline / contents:
The design of cities can contribute to a fruitful dialogue to highlight their cultural
elements, with respect for the natural environment and its aesthetics. The ultimate goal
is the full access of citizens to common areas of cultural value and entertainment. In
this way, cities will become more humane and social.
Purpose:
The aim is to develop awareness actions that will make the city permeable and
accessible with reference to the natural and cultural environment.
Objectives:
1. Development of accessibility in safe, non-exclusive, elegant and public spaces for all
population groups.
2. Sustainable cities with a focus on culture as a social good.
Expected results:
Beneficiaries will be able to:
1. Understand the concept of sustainability as a prerequisite for spatial and urban
planning of cities
2. Recognize that the protection and dissemination of cultural heritage is linked to the
architecture of the space in the natural and social environment
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Theoretical Framework:
1. Cultural architecture of the city
2. Aesthetic city identity
3. Cities as educators
Methodology:
1. Critical participatory action
Tools:
1. Participatory / social intervention
2. Visual representation
Activities:
1. Full access to a human city
1 a) Identification of points within the city for the autonomy of the disabled (use of a
ramp, blind walking, sloping levels)
https://www.neakriti.gr/article/kriti/hania/1576798/mia-diaforetiki-volta-sta-haniamesa-apo-ena-video/
1 b) The city at the feet of children
https://childfriendlycities.org/
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/how-build-citychildren/1116653/
2. The city as a cultural hub
2 a) Conversion of abandoned buildings into cultural spaces
http://13dimxan.blogspot.com/2017/03/blog-post_23.html
https://parallaximag.gr/thessaloniki/ti-apeginan-ta-ktiria-tis-politistikis
2 b) Public toilets as places of culture (renovation of outdoor and outdoor space,
development of sanitary awareness, enrichment of the space with photographic and
audio material)
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https://www.lifo.gr/now/world/14996
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS08uHB3szA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efM_HkoFI0Q
2 c) Aesthetic upgrade of streets with a focus on culture and history (poster, art
installations)
https://gr.pinterest.com/rachelcarolyn/installation-art/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrBWimf_4uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcrqMm2Mcwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bE8INQS785s
3. Promoting the natural environment of the city
3 a) The cypress tree, a tree of the city and of life (sustainable tree planting)
https://www.tap-ag.com/project-opportunities/for-communities/in-albania/casestudy/1000-trees-for-the-city-of-tirana
3 b) Animals and people in the same city (pets in common areas that meet the conditions
of hygiene)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP3XclQXrFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIA1qfKXXDU
Produced materials:
1. Art installations
2. Repairs
3. Tree planting
4. Poster
5. Video
6. Trailer
7. Smart posts
Evaluation through:
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1. Degree of participation in the activities
2. Reflective discussion
https://www.neakriti.gr/article/kriti/hania/1576798/mia-diaforetiki-volta-stahania-mesa-apo-ena-video/
https://childfriendlycities.org/
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/how-build-citychildren/1116653/
http://13dimxan.blogspot.com/2017/03/blog-post_23.html
https://parallaximag.gr/thessaloniki/ti-apeginan-ta-ktiria-tis-politistikis
https://www.lifo.gr/now/world/14996
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS08uHB3szA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efM_HkoFI0Q
https://gr.pinterest.com/rachelcarolyn/installation-art/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrBWimf_4uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcrqMm2Mcwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bE8INQS785s
https://www.tap-ag.com/project-opportunities/for-communities/inalbania/case-study/1000-trees-for-the-city-of-tirana
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP3XclQXrFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIA1qfKXXDU
Module 2

Transforming of neglected areas of the city in places of social participation

Outline / contents:
Modern cities are characterized by social inequalities in housing and access to
infrastructure. At the same time, although there are upgraded areas, there are parts
of the city where abandonment and consequently marginalization of the inhabitants
prevail.
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Purpose:
The aim is to renovate and utilize degraded areas of the city in order to become
living cells of culture and communication. In this way, the social barriers to people's
participation in the life of the city are removed and their access to cultural and social
goods is expanded and their social participation is enhanced.
Objectives:
1. Detection of degraded areas / neighborhoods and their restoration
2. Promotion of the above spaces in zones of culture and social participation.
Expected results:
Trainers will be able to:
1. They utilize the previously neglected areas of the city based on the cultural and
social needs of the residents.
Theoretical Framework:
1. The city as a place of social participation
2. Attractive neighborhoods in the city with identity
Μethodology:
1. Critical participatory action

Tools:
1. Participatory observation
2. Social intervention
Activities:
1. Together we can change our neighborhood
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1 a) Identification of neglected spaces and their transform with social participation
(regeneration of natural environment, formation of spaces of social gathering and
play)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxBJ8Bj81Uc
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/presenta/cities/cities_el.pdf
1 b) Cultural interventions through associations (highlighting the historical
significance of the areas, cultural events and events)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dxu_B-VSkZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyAACL9KwhY
1. Democratic social participation in the city's neighborhoods
2 a) Participatory decision-making for the revitalization of the neighborhood (local
assemblies)
https://proini.news/suneleusi-geitonias-tin-kuriaki-22-12-sto-kouvelo-apo-tintopiki-koinotita-pyrgou/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r053SCi_GRI
https://urbact.eu/sites/default/files/urbact-citizenparticipation-edition-190524final.pdf
2 b) Open / participatory learning in the neighborhood (art, practices)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybM5ps0aMes
https://www.ewa.org/neighborhood-covering-povertys-influence-education
1. The school as a neighborhood reform cell
3 a) Open (school) libraries and reading clubs
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00hWy4BXEjBwbydUChBFdBlK
VFSbw:1591596070946&source=univ&tbm=isch&q=%CE%BA%CE%B9%CE
%BD%CE%B7%CF%84%CE%AD%CF%82+%CE%B1%CE%BD%CE%BF%
CE%B9%CF%87%CF%84%CE%AD%CF%82+%CE%B2%CE%B9%CE%B2%
CE%BB%CE%B9%CE%BF%CE%B8%CE%AE%CE%BA%CE%B5%CF%82+
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%CF%80%CF%8C%CE%BB%CE%B5%CE%B9%CF%82&sa=X&ved=2ahUK
Ewjqv7yzxfHpAhXLvosKHXaWDD0QsAR6BAgKEAE&biw=1242&bih=524
https://www.maxmag.gr/book/kinites-vivliothikes-tou-kosmou/
https://www.fortunegreece.com/article/mia-vivliothiki-gia-olous/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaEgKQS2fh8
https://www.openschoolsthess.gr/actions
3 b) Screening of films and organizing social discussions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YSLgJswUSc
Produced materials:
1. Renovations of spaces
2. Cultural events
3. Local councils
4. Training
5. Video
6. Trailer
7. Smart posts
Evaluation through:
1. Degree of social participation in the activities
2. Reflective discussion
Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxBJ8Bj81Uc
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/presenta/cities/cities_el.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dxu_B-VSkZQ
https://proini.news/suneleusi-geitonias-tin-kuriaki-22-12-sto-kouvelo-apo-tintopiki-koinotita-pyrgou/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyAACL9KwhY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r053SCi_GRI
https://urbact.eu/sites/default/files/urbact-citizenparticipation-edition-190524final.pdf
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00hWy4BXEjBwbydUChBFdBlK
VFSbw:1591596070946&source=univ&tbm=isch&q=%CE%BA%CE%B9%CE
%BD%CE%B7%CF%84%CE%AD%CF%82+%CE%B1%CE%BD%CE%BF%
CE%B9%CF%87%CF%84%CE%AD%CF%82+%CE%B2%CE%B9%CE%B2%
CE%BB%CE%B9%CE%BF%CE%B8%CE%AE%CE%BA%CE%B5%CF%82+
%CF%80%CF%8C%CE%BB%CE%B5%CE%B9%CF%82&sa=X&ved=2ahUK
Ewjqv7yzxfHpAhXLvosKHXaWDD0QsAR6BAgKEAE&biw=1242&bih=524
https://www.maxmag.gr/book/kinites-vivliothikes-tou-kosmou/
https://www.fortunegreece.com/article/mia-vivliothiki-gia-olous/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaEgKQS2fh8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YSLgJswUSc
https://www.openschoolsthess.gr/actions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybM5ps0aMes
https://www.ewa.org/neighborhood-covering-povertys-influence-education

Module 3

Sustainable mobility and cycling

Outline / contents:
One of the major problems of modern cities is the use of polluting means of transport.
In addition to pollution, these means create traffic congestion and affect the mental
health of city residents. Also, the lack of driving awareness has the effect of preventing
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the use of common areas (sidewalks, squares), especially for people with disabilities.
At the same time, an unsightly image is created in the cities, which offends the culture
of our daily lives.
Purpose:
The aim is through the use of environmentally friendly means of transport, such as
bicycles, to move within the urban environment to be a pleasant process, which ensures
good health and at the same time to make access to transportation easier for all
population groups.
Objectives:
1. Changing the attitude of citizens towards the movement process.
Expected results:
The participants will be able to:
1. Develop environmental awareness through the adoption of alternative and
environmentally friendly driving behavior.
Theoretical Framework:
1. Culture of everyday life and driving behavior
2. Aesthetics of cycling routes
3. GPS vs alternative cultural routes
Methodology:
1. Critical participatory action
Tools:
1. Visual representation
2. Social intervention
Activities:
1. Alternative city maps / trails
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1 a) Design of alternative routes / paths for cycling, which will include cultural elements
and will suggest different routes to reach your destination.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D72GBlECABs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B32ifoicN94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX8zZdLw7cs
1 b) Participants come in contact with the "art" and "technique" of cartography and
make bicycle maps that reveal alternative cultural routes within the city.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLmMovuydqI
2. The aesthetics of the routes
2 a) The routes are framed artistically highlighting the cultural characteristics of the
landscape in an alternative way (visual representations) through proposals of the
participants.
https://theculturetrip.com/middle-east/israel/articles/a-tour-of-jerusalems-mostfamous-art-installations/
https://www.dreamstime.com/artistic-installation-singapore-street-august-asianfamily-urban-space-marthiala-budiman-little-india-image124404108
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-urban-interventions/exhibit-z
3. Cycling activism
3 a) Presentation of cycling activism actions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1Un7buEKDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvLCTo60AIY
3 b) Connecting the bicycle with everyday life (work, entertainment, social relations).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1nV2P8qN3Cw
Produced materials:
1. Alternative maps of cycling routes
2. Art installation
3. Social forum
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4. Bicycle images
5. Video
Evaluation through:
1. Cartography
2. Degree of participation in the activities
3. Reflective discussion
Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D72GBlECABs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLmMovuydqI
https://theculturetrip.com/middle-east/israel/articles/a-tour-of-jerusalems-mostfamous-art-installations/
https://www.dreamstime.com/artistic-installation-singapore-street-august-asianfamily-urban-space-marthiala-budiman-little-india-image124404108
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-urban-interventions/exhibit-z
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1Un7buEKDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvLCTo60AIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1nV2P8qN3Cw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B32ifoicN94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX8zZdLw7cs

Module 4

Peri-urban forests and human cities

Outline / contents:
Environmental problems are exacerbated in cities, where the built-up areas and the glut
of activities lead to pollution and overheating. These result in significant damage to
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urban residents both in terms of physical and mental health. In addition, the
development model that has been developed in modern cities leads to the promotion of
the individual and the degradation of the social interest. People are alienated, social
web is being torn apart, social violence is on the rise, and inequalities are a sign of the
incompatibility of the growth model with human nature.
Purpose:
The aim is to adopt a new model of human relationship with the natural and urban
environment, where free spaces and peri-urban forests will be places of contact with
nature and will offer quality ways of human communication and learning. At the same
time, the development of such spaces contributes to the limitation of the exploitation of
natural resources (arbitrary construction).
Objectives:
1. Promoting the peri-urban forest as a place of creative use of leisure time and for
educational purposes.
2. Reduction of social inequalities and exploitation of natural resources.
Expected results:
Participants will be able to:
1. Get a new relationship with the environment, within the city, that makes its life
harmonious.
2. Act as activists for the restoration of justice in the enjoyment of the natural
environment
Theoretical Framework:
1. Peri-urban forests
2. Harmony of man and nature
Methodology:
1. Critical participatory action
Tools:
1. Visual representation
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Activities:
1. Quality ways to communicate and use leisure time in the natural environment
1 a) The Peri-urban forest playground for children (space for exploration and protection
of the environment) and meeting place for adults (communication and quality human
relations)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it3ztsrD8Qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ILCendITgM
1 b) Connection of thematic museums with the peri-urban forest (museum pedagogical
activities)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMv92DpcgfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPWuABBs6Z8
2. Awareness of the peri-urban forest
2 a) Art installations that turn apartment buildings into forests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4w7lsydq88ks
https://www.thepressroom.gr/lifestyle/enakatheto-dasos-stin-kina
https://gr.pinterest.com/pin/568790627915227451/
2 b) Forest sound walk in the city
http://aesop.iep.edu.gr/node/12382/3257
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2ODDSuF_3w
3. Socio-economically beneficial forest
3 a) Economically beneficial plantings in the peri-urban forests (carob trees)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ia1ZZol0CeM
https://www.kritipoliskaihoria.gr/2017/04/3_4.html
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3 b) Beekeeping in the peri-urban forest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofYhu-Um_F0
3 c) Tourism in the peri-urban forest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-3qyTIjo6o
Producted materials:
1. Museum-pedagogical activities
2. Art installation
3. Musical composition
4. Tree planting
5. Video
6. Smart posts
Evaluation through:
1. Degree of participation in the activities
2. Reflective discussion
Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it3ztsrD8Qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ILCendITgM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMv92DpcgfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPWuABBs6Z8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4w7lsydq88ks
https://www.thepressroom.gr/lifestyle/enakatheto-dasos-stin-kina
https://gr.pinterest.com/pin/568790627915227451/
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http://aesop.iep.edu.gr/node/12382/3257
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2ODDSuF_3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ia1ZZol0CeM
https://www.kritipoliskaihoria.gr/2017/04/3_4.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofYhu-Um_F0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-3qyTIjo6o

Sexual and Reproductive Rights
Developed by Prof.Dr.Antonios Hurdakis and Prof.Dr. Pella
Kalogiannakis (University of Crete)
Module 1

Gender equality

Outline / contents:
Violence against women restricts their rights and freedoms on equal terms with men.
Dominant attitudes toward women's sexuality (see Sexual Behavior Control) legitimize
violent actions against them. Women's sexual and reproductive rights include, among
other things, decisions about the nature of their personal relationships and the choice of
the person with whom they will start a family.
Purpose:
The aim is to raise public awareness about women's sexual freedom as an individual
right, as well as the need to protect them from sexual violence (rape, forced pregnancy,
sterilization, abortion, forced marriage), and their right to start a family with free will.
Objectives:
1. Recognition of women's sexual freedom as an individual and social right
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2. Raising public awareness of the need to protect women from sexual exploitation and
abuse.
3. Recognition of women's choice to live together and start a family.
Expected results:
Trainers will be able to:
1. Recognize a woman's right to privacy
2. Acknowledge women's right to choose their sexual identity
3. Accept the right of women to live together and start a family
Theoretical Framework:
1. Female body / female sexuality
2. Women's reproductive rights
3. Sexual abuse of women in the family / private space

Methodology:
1. Art based research methodology
Tools:
1. Ethnodrama
2. Research poetry
3. Oppressed theater
4. Art installation
Activities:
1. The abused female body
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1 a) The abused female body through art (paintings and visual representations)
https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/themes/investigating-identity/the-bodyin-art/
1b) Testimonies of women / victims of sexual abuse in private through ethnodrama
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut7h9QLjfQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c1uBZIo4Tg
1c) Never again / the right to abortion and self-determination of the female body
through visual installation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdpceXR0od0
2. The woman as an object of sexual exploitation
2a) Aesthetics and fashion industry: women in front of shop windows / performances
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvHuYqdPgjY
2b) Gathering and analysis of advertising and television material in general through
which the woman is projected as a sexual object.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYaY2Kb_PKI
http://www.genderads.com/styled-10/photos-36/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnhPjzS48kw
3. Woman and dominant family values
3a) Analysis of photographic material from family moments through which gender
violence emerges
3b) Incidents of female homicide and domestic violence against women through the
press and their transformation into research poetry
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkXc2O16cfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT_rbWE2InY
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https://www.bbc.com/news/topics/c340r11jgrzt/violence-against-women
3c) The children's drawings as evidence of gender inequality in the family
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jgXvW4WXSw
https://milontasgiapaidia.wordpress.com/2018/10/10/%CF%84%CE%BF%CF%80%CE%B1%CE%B9%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8C%CE%B9%CF%87%CE%BD%CE%BF%CE%B3%CF%81%CE%AC%CF%86%C
E%B7%CE%BC%CE%B1-%CF%89%CF%82%CE%BC%CE%AD%CF%83%CE%BF-%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B7%CE%BD/
3d) Alternative models of cohabitation and family creation by the woman in cinema
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCvNa5nMOPc
3. Reproductive rights and interculturalism
3a) The women's headscarf and the women's kerchief as symbols of inequality
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DKOMokHegI
3b) Religion and gender
3c) Marriage and the reproductive process between cultures / rituals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71fI-DMJeZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpAIzItGgCU
Produced materials:
1. Text of creative writing
2. Interview
3. Ethnodrama
4. Research poetry
5. Art installation
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6. Performance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvHuYqdPgjY
7. Short films
8. Trailer
9. Smart posts https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut7h9QLjfQA (hashtag)
Evaluation through:
1. Improvisation / performance
2. Degree of participation in the activities
3. Reflective discussion
Links
https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/themes/investigating-identity/the-bodyin-art/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut7h9QLjfQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c1uBZIo4Tg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdpceXR0od0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvHuYqdPgjY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYaY2Kb_PKI
http://www.genderads.com/styled-10/photos-36/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnhPjzS48kw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkXc2O16cfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT_rbWE2InY
https://www.bbc.com/news/topics/c340r11jgrzt/violence-against-women
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jgXvW4WXSw
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https://milontasgiapaidia.wordpress.com/2018/10/10/%CF%84%CE%BF%CF%80%CE%B1%CE%B9%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8C%CE%B9%CF%87%CE%BD%CE%BF%CE%B3%CF%81%CE%AC%CF%86%C
E%B7%CE%BC%CE%B1-%CF%89%CF%82%CE%BC%CE%AD%CF%83%CE%BF-%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B7%CE%BD/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCvNa5nMOPc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-GUuyTlIkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DKOMokHegI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71fI-DMJeZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpAIzItGgCU
Module 2

Good health and prosperity

Outline / contents:
Reproductive (generative) health is related to a woman's sexual health. A high level of
reproductive health presupposes that women / mothers should carry out every
pregnancy in a safe and dignified manner and be protected from diseases such as the
AIDS pandemic, the increase of sexually transmitted diseases or other diseases. In this
sense, protection during sexual intercourse and good health are considered inalienable
rights of women and the education of society in these rights is considered an obligation
of the state.
Purpose:
The aim is the social awareness of the correlation between sexual and reproductive
(generative) health with a quality and dignified life and the protection of this right for
girls and women through education at the individual and social level.
Objectives:
1. Raising women's awareness of healthy sexuality.
2. Raising public awareness of women's sexual rights as a precondition for a dignified
lifestyle

Expected results:
Beneficiaries will be able to:
1. Recognize sexual health as a prerequisite for prosperity and quality human
relationships
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2. Recognize sex education as a prerequisite for healthy and equal sexual-reproductive
relationships

Theoretical Framework:
1 Sexual and reproductive health
2 Sex education in society

Methodology:
1. Art based research methodology

Tools:
1. Novel
2. Theater of the oppressed

Activities:
1. Contraception and medical protection
1 a) Contraception as a woman's right / video creation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5qMlanc0AU
1 b) Gynecological examinations as a woman's right, free of fear and taboo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkB4gG8ke7Q
2. Sexual health - prosperity - quality of life
2 a) Surgical interventions in the female body for aesthetic reasons and health effects
https://www.lavart.gr/to-theama-tou-somatos-kai-to-ypertheama-tis-iatrikistechnologias/
2 b) The role of advertising in the promotion of the female body as model or sexual
object of pleasure as a precondition for a woman's happiness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gj13QZieTs
https://www.globalist.gr/barbie-ena-plastiko-protypo-i-mia-gynaika/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmPshCEHW3M
3. Social awareness
3 a) Social activism to raise public awareness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSkiPzr5un0
https://www.ladylike.gr/opinions/womennotobjects-h-kampania-kata-ths-gynaikeiasseksoyalikhs-antikeimenopoihshs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J31AT7viqo
https://rainbowschool.gr/
3b) Theater of the oppressed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtjXMHV-hds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYN_N0Lk29U
Produced materials:
1 Interview
2 Role play
3 Theatre of the Oppressed
4 Advertising spots
5 Trailers
6 Smart posts
Evaluation through:
1. Improvisation / performance
2. Degree of participation in the activities
3. Reflective discussion
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Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSkiPzr5un0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkB4gG8ke7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gj13QZieTs
https://www.globalist.gr/barbie-ena-plastiko-protypo-i-mia-gynaika/
https://www.ladylike.gr/opinions/womennotobjects-h-kampania-kata-thsgynaikeias-seksoyalikhs-antikeimenopoihshs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J31AT7viqo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmPshCEHW3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtjXMHV-hds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYN_N0Lk29U
https://rainbowschool.gr/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5qMlanc0AU
Module 3

Sexuality education

Outline / contents:
The emancipation and autonomy of the individual in terms of his sexual preferences
/ identities is a prerequisite for social transformation in matters of gender. For this
reason, the school must develop programs to highlight different sexual identities
and related sexual rights, which will help individuals to accept themselves and
others, limiting the effects of gender-based violence.
Purpose:
The purpose is to instruct people in formal and informal learning areas through
social practices to be aware of the social factors that shape gender identities and to
try to overcome them and deal with the violence that result from them.
Objectives:
1. Familiarization of the person with his body and his sexuality.
2. The emergence of different sexual identities in school
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3. Dealing with gender-based violence in formal and informal learning areas
Expected results:
Beneficiaries will be able to:
1. Support people in expressing their sexual preference.
2. Plan teaching activities that will set out different sexual patterns.
Theoretical Framework:
1. Biological and social gender
2. Gender identity - Gender expression - Erotic / sexual orientation
3. Heterogeneity - Gender stereotypes / sexism - Homophobia - Misogyny
Methodology:
1. Art based research methodology
Tools:
1. Art installation
2. Visual art
3. Literature
Activities:
1. Rights and equality:
a) Analysis of a film/ theatre/ painting or visual installation to highlight cases of
human rights violations related to gender and sexual preference.
https://sxpolitics.org/homosexual-intimacy-the-common-man/18804
b) Presentation of gender rights and alternative sexual patterns through music or
literature.
https://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-et-jc-21-classic-works-of-gayliterature-20150626-story.html
https://www.autostraddle.com/top-ten-lesbian-literature-the-classics/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Miseducation_of_Cameron_Post
https://www.mixanitouxronou.gr/o-thrilikos-sinthetis-pou-ekrive-tin-omofilofilia-toutsaikofski-o-maestros-pou-apopirathike-na-aftoktonisi-gia-na-xefigi-ap-ti-gineka-touto-mistirio-giro-apo-to-thanato-tou-distichima-i-aftokto/

c) Utilization of graffiti in schools.
http://www.pathfinder.gr/stories/3877912/kati-allazei-gia-tis-gynaikes-ths-aigyptoy/
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2. Gender stereotypes: highlighting gender stereotypes in children's games,
children's books, professions and daily habits - routines.
a) Working groups categorize linguistic expressions concerning the gender
representation of written and oral speech and apply creative writing techniques to
deconstruct the sexist language.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o641_bQ-xo4
b) Conversion of interview data on gender-based violence (when I felt bad about
my gender) into ethno-drama and research poetry.
c) Representation of different sexual identities through visual installation (readymade art technique).
https://www.wmagazine.com/story/gender-fluidity-in-art/
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/body-of-art/body-of-art-gender-fluidity53246
https://www.riseart.com/article/2019-06-11-6-contemporary-artists-questioninggender-norms
3. Heterogeneity, television and the internet
Analysis of advertising material, TV series, etc. to highlight the heterogeneity
of sexual identities.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=220&v=G6QvG0GwFLw
a)

b) Create social media awareness material to remove heterogeneity (advertising
trailers, smart posts).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izmQE_0Y09I

Produced materials:
1. Literary text
2. Musical composition
3. Graffiti
4. Text of creative writing
5. Interview
6. National drama
7. Research poetry
8. Art installation
9. Trailer
10. Smart posts
Evaluation through:
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1. Improvisation / performance
2. Degree of participation in the activities
3. Reflective discussion
Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izmQE_0Y09I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=220&v=G6QvG0GwFLw
https://www.wmagazine.com/story/gender-fluidity-in-art/
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/body-of-art/body-of-art-gender-fluidity53246
https://www.riseart.com/article/2019-06-11-6-contemporary-artists-questioninggender-norms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o641_bQ-xo4
http://www.pathfinder.gr/stories/3877912/kati-allazei-gia-tis-gynaikes-ths-aigyptoy/
https://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-et-jc-21-classic-works-of-gayliterature-20150626-story.html
https://www.autostraddle.com/top-ten-lesbian-literature-the-classics/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Miseducation_of_Cameron_Post
https://www.mixanitouxronou.gr/o-thrilikos-sinthetis-pou-ekrive-tin-omofilofilia-toutsaikofski-o-maestros-pou-apopirathike-na-aftoktonisi-gia-na-xefigi-ap-ti-gineka-touto-mistirio-giro-apo-to-thanato-tou-distichima-i-aftokto/
https://sxpolitics.org/homosexual-intimacy-the-common-man/18804
Module 4

Social inequalities

Outline / contents:
Gender-based violence / harassment in the workplace and society constitutes a blatant
violation of human rights with a wide range of effects on women's physical, sexual,
reproductive and mental life. This violence manifests itself within the family, the
community and very often within the workplace. The restoration of gender equality in
the above social spaces is now becoming a visible social demand.
Purpose:
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The aim is to highlight forms of social inequality in relation to gender and to develop
actions of social activism in defense of gender equality in the social field.
Objectives:
1. The empowerment of women in cases of sexual harassment in the workplace and
social space.
2. Social awareness of gender stereotypes and the need for gender equality

Expected results:
Beneficiaries will be able to:
1. Recognize / interpret sexual harassment phenomena and develop gender equality
values in the workplace and social space.
2. Transform gender perceptions through the activation of women to take action in
relation to their sexual and reproductive rights.

Theoretical Framework:
1. Sexual harassment in the social space
2. Gender social activism

Methodology:
1. Art based research methodology

Tools:
1. Cinema
2. Performance

Activities:
1. Sexual harassment:
1 a) Dressing as an occasion for sexual harassment
https://www.globalist.gr/metoo-poso-allaxe-ton-tropo-poy-oi-gynaikes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp6JJcvTVV8
1 b) Sexual harassment through non-verbal communication / performance
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uhcTJmiHps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7jZfZkaGCM
1 c) Sexual harassment on social networks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izmQE_0Y09I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vz4QIR69-A
1 d) Gender inequality in television and cinema
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gd4dmVIS4tc
2. Social activism for gender equality
2 a) "How do you want me?": Representations of men against women through
performance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1j0ZRv18e2M&t=26s
2 b) Promoting forms of sexual harassment in work environments / theater of the
oppressed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvnsX2xt_VU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaFjAoYry_Q
2 c) "Broom and dust pan": the gender stereotypes in the basket / art installation /
performance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLn0XEahCQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fZBHwu7KNs
Produsted materials:
1. Art installation
2. Performance
3. Oppressed theater
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4. Video
5. Trailer
6. Smart posts
Evaluation through:
1. Improvisation / performance
2. Art installation
3. Degree of participation in the activities
4. Reflective discussion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvnsX2xt_VU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaFjAoYry_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7jZfZkaGCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uhcTJmiHps
https://www.globalist.gr/metoo-poso-allaxe-ton-tropo-poy-oi-gynaikes/
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp6JJcvTVV8
ht
Sexual
harassment
on
tps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izmQE_0Y09I

social

networks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vz4QIR69-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLn0XEahCQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fZBHwu7KNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usclHi8jk2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JFvVrOzh1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krzBrBmGuF4
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